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WELCOME
TO ISSUE 1 1 OF TOP COVER. Whilst putting this edition together we have

received news ofa fatal police shooting in Luton, Bedfordshire and also a shooting

in Humberside. Our thoughts are with all those involved particulady the key police

witnesses and their families.

Being a firearms officer or firearms commander is arguably one of the most

challenging roles in policing. There are many armchair pundits out there, ready

and willing to step forward and criticize all that you do. It is important that the

work you do is recognized, and that those armchair critics understand what you do

and why you do it. Day in day out, all over the UK and Channel Islands, you are

harm to others. The PFOA will do all it can to support you and your families. That

is the reason we are here. How we deliver that support is something that we are

proud of. We think outside the box’ and help where you need it most. In August

we announced that we would provide physiotherapy support for those that are

improve wherever possible.

In this edition I am proud to have been able to write about a former Grenadier

Guard and firearms officer, Richard Garmory MM. His story speaks for itself. We
also hear from Che Donald, the Police Federation Armed Policing Lead, and his

views on a number of issues including the IPCC draft guidance proposals!

By the time you get to read this we will be well on the way to Christmas. From

all ofthe staff at PFOA HQ here in the ‘Fens’ we wish all ofyou and your families

a very Merry Christmas and a peaceful and prosperous New Year.

Look after yourselves, and thanks for all you do.

MARK WILLIAMS EDITOR
|
mark@pfoa.co.uk

Gift Aid is available for charities to claim 25p in the pound back from donations made

to the charity.

We submit a return to HMRC with name ofthe person donating. We do not submit

the actual Gift Aid forms. You can ask for Gift Aid to be claimed on your behalf for

your PFOA donations by emailing Debbie in the office at info@pfoa.co.uk (put 'Gift

Aid donation' in subject box).

Please state your full name and house number and postcode. Gift Aid forms at the

office have address/house number and postcode - we have these records in case

HMRC want to dip sample that the name on the return is from the bona fide taxpayer!

We then do the rest and claim the Gift Aid back, which goes towards supporting our

colleagues and their families all over the UK.

Thank you!

jyi'ft’OAd ifc
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WRITTEN BY ANDY GRAY

TASER UK

I’ve been involved with TASER since 1999.

I became involved after a few life changing

incidents: I had been at Broadwater Farm and I

had lost two officers from my shift after a violent

incident, one through injury and one through the

understandable stress. I had felt for some time

that officers were under-equipped to deal with

the violence they face and that there should be

something better.

had experienced two different

frankly just annoyed me and in

no way stopped any capacity

for violence. I'm sure most

police officers have experienced

end ofa misdirected baton. I had

heard aboutTASER but had not

honest I was very skeptical. I volunteered

to feel the effects of a discharge. I had to

get from one end ofa gym mat to

the other, while being Tasered: I didn't

make it.

It has nothing to do with will-power or

mindset. In simple terms the device works

on the nerves that control the muscles. If

sends an electrical impulse to tell the

muscle' message by a very low electrical

pulse (0.00l4amps) to the muscles within

the area of the body between where the

probes have attached. The result of those

muscles contracting is that you don't have

control ofyour posture and often fall over

particularly ifthose muscles are above and

below your belt line. It isn’t a continuous

electrical output. Very short pulses at 19

pulses per second mean that the device

is actually offmore than 80% ofany

discharge duration.
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There is no doubt that Taser devices

have saved life: https://www.taser.com/

lives-saved

5.3 million people have felt the effects

and I'm sure you will have seen some of

the resulting media attention.

The Taser X26E has been around for

a few years and Taser is currently offering

a newer version, subject to Home
Office approval, which has a number of

The TaserX2 provides frontline

officers with less lethal technology that is

proven in the field, highly effective and

accountable.

180,000 X2s have been sold across

the world with a number of key

investment in research and development

The TaserX2 lists a number of

developments over the X26E mainly as

a result of the police requesting them:

Two lasers, two cartridges, ARC
switch, reduced and more controlled

new cartridges and probes, Digital

not Analog and improved weather

• Two lasers. This improves accuracy

and allows users to achieve the best

possible probe placement.

Two cartridges. UK Home Office

figures show the current success rate

for first cartridge use to be 64%
effective. In user trials with the X2,

immediate back up capability, this

figure improves to nearer 90%.

New cartridges and probes. The

slimmer cartridges allow two to be

situated next to each other. With 25

durable and has a significantly reduced

risk ofaccidental discharge. We have a

new probe with a double barb which

achieves 90% increased retention and

ARC switch. Situated on both sides

ofthe device they can be used to

display an electrical warning with the

cartridges still loaded. The red dot is a

useful deterrent; the arc feature is an

Reduced and more controlled

electrical output. The X26E

discharges at between 50 and 135

micro-coulombs, the X2 measures

every pulse at 63 micro-coulombs

tuning in to the frequency that

activates that muscle 'switch'. The

two cartridges have the capability to

connect with each other to achieve the

• Automatic shut off. It provides an

shuts off at five seconds requiring a

reactivation to continue to use the

device.

• Digital not Analog. Technology

moves on. Analog parts have been

updated with more consistent

Digital ones.

• Improved weather resistance.

Improvements in manufacturing and

manufacturing processes have led to a

• Linked with other technology. If

you have a TASER/Axon body, vehicle

ofthe X2 will, as soon as it is turZd

on, send out a message to mm on

your camera. The cameras are, of

course, shielded against any electrical

interference from the device and the

footage and data-port information is

stored and collated in the same place.

This is underpinned by decades of

scientific research through robust and

independent testing by the policing

bodies responsible for the leadership,

training and welfare of frontline officers
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Is seeing really believing?
'You cant depend on your eyes when your imagination is out offocus”

Twain was correct when he made this

observation. And his comment strikes

at the heart of the legal vulnerability for

every police witness' evidence after a

fatal encounter.

WRITTEN BY DAVE BLOCKSIDCE ust what is the exact purpose ofa statement

or interview evidentially, and what should a

genuine expectation be, for each and every

. solely from

memory without any retrieval support?

Should a statement attempt to capture the

true forensic actions ofwhat has taken place,

or in contrast, should a statement reflect the

individuals understanding ofwhat they think

happened, that is, their pe

These two points may seem rather academic at first glance,

however the difference between the two is quite profound within

the legal context — since actions within an event compared against

personal understanding are frequently very different.

Ifwe know that error is always likely to be present within

detailed memory accounts, why should we expect witness

statements to be factually accurate when compared to another

witness account or forensic evidence e.g. videos and photos?

Yes, some large obvious details should be the same for all

observers, yet smaller crucial details will almost certainly be

recalled very differently.

Physical evidence such as DNA or gunshot residue may be

quite damning within a legal setting, leaving little wriggle room

for legal teams to discuss and debate as they craft their salvo of

questions to pressurise the witness under cross-examination. In

direct contrast, personal memories are often the very opposite

ofevidencable fret, since perception cannot be demonstrated

visually, post event. This is where the potential weakness ofany

memory account lies, and this is where the legal attack will

be made.

So to return to the original quesdon, is a statement the

‘forensic frets' ofwhat genuinely happened, ora personal

construction ofemotions, feelings and a beliefofwhat was

likely perceived? Clearly it is the latter, and this is where the

vulnerability of the Key Police Witness rests — their memory

and justification.

Perception within the world of stress and time compression

frequently conspires against firearms officers, providing a rather

delightful menu of delicacies for lawyers to gorge themselves

upon as they craft their own performance within the theatre of

the Inquest. Expectant jurors listen in, as slowly and carefully the

credibility of the police witness is attacked, each discrepancy and

inaccuracy revealed as a potential issue of integrity and credibility.

Seldom are the human factors related to memory ever explained

to moderate and balance the jurors interpretation of just why

these accounts may vary.
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Having never experienced genuine threat and the time limiting

nature ofdecision-making under pressure, many jurors find it

incredible that certain features ofan incident remain unattended

and cannot be reported by the firearms officer. Many jurors will

never know that fast time decision making can lead us all into

memory error simply because vision, perception and memory are

inextricably linked together but very often cannot capture the

full factual reality ofan event. Many of these issues relate to skills

training and ofindividuals seeking specific scene details while

suppressing other information irrelevant to the moment.

Firearms officers are bounded by their own personal

rationality' and generally produce what to them was a reasonable

or workable solution under time pressure; yet external review may

suggest that their choice appears to have been sub-optimal, ill

conceived or possibly plainly wrong— when compared with all the

other potential options that hindsight ultimately brings us.

The science of human performance is widely published

in books and academic journals, as are the expectations that

supposedly ‘impartial investigators' should consider when

reviewing evidence. With all of this widely available informadon,

why oh why, year in—year out, are firearms officers being asked

to provide ever-greater details for their actions, observations and

decisions post shooting;

Are these fine detailed elements of actions, so important to

investigators, always present within memories?

Does further questioning make witnesses more susceptible

to their logical filling in ofgaps and blanks, so that they

may bring some personal sense and understanding to what

probably happened?

Is it the case that investigation teams genuinely believe a key

police witness can, could or should provide greater clarity of their

recall, and ifso where exactly is the published scientific evidence

to justify such a belief?
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Without scientific evidence to suggest otherwise, it does seem

reasonable to conjecture that the endgame ofboth investigation

teams and lawyers may be to portray the firearms officer as either

incompetent or untrustworthy.

By deliberately ignoring scientific findings it becomes far

easier to discredit every account ofmemory containing error,

and subsequently without any checks or balances to moderate

objective discussion, memory errors can be presented as deliberate

manipulations to cover up wrongdoing.

So how can errors in perception occur?

One well established, but little known, area relates to our two

visual processing systems, a slow system for perception, and a

second faster system lor observing actions. Both systems combine

to construct some sort ofa personal model ofwhat our world is

like. This model may be very different for each of us since vision

provides only the means of transporting images, with our brain

constructing the impression. The vision-for-perception (or ventral

system) operates at a conscious level to make sense ofobjects

within our environment, while the vision-for-action system (or

dorsal system) guides our last movement behaviour and operates

almost always at a subconscious level.

Let us focus on the dorsal system responsible for guiding your

own personal movements. It is the system we use when running

or grasping an object; it is the system that we use to orientate

ourselves immediately prior to initiating movements; and it is the

system that enables us to react to last movements without having

to rationalise or contemplate response at a conscious level.

The dorsal system is able to process another persons

movements at a much faster frequency using the whole retina to

compute judgements as opposed to the slower fovea, which is

responsible lor our focal vision in the ventral stream.

The dorsal system provides us with guidance ofour behaviour

within the environment but only retains a briefshort-term

memory ofaction before discarding that information, and herein

lies one of the first problems for investigators to weigh up. If

the very system that guides our own personal movement and

behaviour is designed to rapidly delete memories in order to

function optimally, what memories should we expect to discover

within the account ofthe witness under scrutiny?

The second problem to consider is that many ofthe

judgements and movements made in direct response to another

persons actions do not reach a level ofconscious processing,

which means that there may not be a memory trace available for

Dorsal

stream

Ventral

stream

the witness to retrieve. It is highly likely that a witness may have

only a vague understanding that something happened during a

fast sequence of movements.

The investigator who subsequently poses an infinite number

ofmovement questions to a witness under these circumstances

is often unaware that they maybe fishing in a lake with no fish!

As they cast their ingenious lines ofenquiry in search of ‘the

one that got away’, they will occasionally snag an old car tyre or

rusty supermarket trolley, but in reality all they will do is muddy

the waters and tangle their lines on a distracting irrelevance.

Yes, investigators need to follow up all lines of enquiry, but they

should not lead witnesses towards the speculative answers of ‘is

it possible you are mistaken’, because quite simply with memory

and unconscious actions it is highly probable that all ofour

memories contain missing details and potential errors. This is

howwe function most ofthe time, yet we remain unaware of

these facts simply because we seldom — ifever— have to test our

accounts against video or photo.

Professor Lorraine Hope ofPortsmouth University summarized

these key points during her collaborative presentation at the

National PIP Seminar this past October: ‘Memories tend to

be incomplete and as a consequence of that, our accounts are

incomplete too. A person’s memory is vulnerable and fragile, and

can be distorted by events that have happened after an incident.

Individuals confuse the source of their memories over rime, and

most importantly of all we are unlikely to realize that our memory

has been distorted in this way. Therefore we need to accept that

omissions and errors will occur and this does not necessarily

reflect reticence or deception. Investigations should not be

memory tests — people should be encouraged to recount events as

they experienced them.'

Whilst we can explain the science and reality of experiencing

a fatal encounter, the real challenge lies in educating a skeptical

legal system who relish in Twain's observation that “you can’t

depend on your eyes when your imagination is out of focus.'* I

1 . Simon.HA (1 966). Scientific discovery and the psychology of problem solving.

In H.A. Simon (Ed.), Mind and Cosmos: Essays in contemporary science and

philosophy. Pittsburgh. PA: University of Pittsburgh Press.
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THE NORTH
WEST POLICE
BENEVOLENT FUND
WRITTEN BY

KEN DAVIES. FUND TREASURER

NONE OF US KNOW
WHEN ILLNESS OR

INJURY ARE GOING

TO STRIKE AND THIS

IS ONE OF THE MOST

IMPORTANT REASONS

AS TO WHY THERE ARE

A NUMBER OF POLICING

CHARITIES OUT THERE

TO ASSIST BOTH

SERVING AND RETIRED

OFFICERS.

M
ost serving officers know about the Police Treatment Centres

at Harrogate, Auchterarder and Flint House. At these locations

a donating officer can attend for world class physiotherapy

treatment having suffered an injury or illness whether on or

off duty. Whether this is for a week or a fortnight, it is an all-

expenses paid visit dependent on your individual situation. More

recently these centres shave moved into offering a whole host of

complimentary treatments to help deal with a range of issues such as stress, anxiety and

a plethora of psychological issues which affect police officers.

However one ofthe 'other' charities that has been doing this and continues to develop

is the North West Police Benevolent Fund. Some ofyou, especially those based in the

North West may even have heard of this charity. In fact over 12,000 serving officers in

the North West are currently regular donating members to this charity.

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
Well the North West Police Benevolent Fund (NWPBF) came into existence on the 1st

April 1 974, over 42 years ago now. It is a unique fund in so much that it was the very

first combined Police Benevolent Fund in the United Kingdom. For the first time in the

history of the British Police Service the members of three separate forces of their own

volition decided to amalgamate the assets of no less than nine separate welfare funds

to form one composite fund. The three forces involved in the formation ofthe fund in

1974 comprised the former Cheshire Constabulary, the former Liverpool and Bootle

Constabulary and the former Manchester and Salford Constabulary. The benefits

which had existed prior to 1 974 in the nine separate funds, which were subsequently

amalgamated, were mainly concerned with the serving officers, police pensioners

and police widows and widowers, although the benefits for the latter group were

somewhat restricted.
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This meant the NWPBF at its inception

consisted of the newly formed Cheshire

and Merseyside Constabularies and

Greater Manchester Police.

Over the years both Lancashire

Constabulary and, more recently,

Cumbria Constabulary have joined,

providing an opportunity for every

police officer in the North West of

England Forces to become a member

and access some fantastic services.

The NWPBF is a registered charity (No

503045) funded by donations provided

by serving officers via their payroll,

retired officers via their pensions and

a small number of private charitable

donations throughout the year from

members of the public, organisations

and the occasional philanthropist who,

often in recognition of a service they

received from the police, give a

small donation.

The object ofThe Fund is to relieve

members when they are in need. None

of us know when we, or members of our

family, will find themselves in such need

- a family crisis, a sudden bereavement,

an unexpected illness. Such things can

affect anyone aswe are all vulnerable

to life's events! It is comforting to know

that the NWPBF is there to care and

support. In plain English, The Fund

provides a whole host of services for

members and their immediate family,

widow(er)s/surviving partners and

dependants.

WHAT IS AVAILABLE?

The Fund owns and maintains several

5* lodges based at Whitecross Bay

near Windermere and at Lakeland

Holiday Village, Carnforth. These

Lodges at both sites are presented to

a very high standard and are for use

(at the discretion of the Trustees) for

respite, recuperation and convalescence

completely free of charge. The

remaining Lodges are available for rent

at highly competitive rates booked via

The Funds secretary. Given the quality

and standard of the Lodges and their

fittings and the free use of all that is

available at the locations, they are truly

amazing value for that weekend, mid-

week or full week break. Many officers

who can't afford to take their families on

holidays regularly make use of them.

In addition to these Lodges, the NWPBF
are also the owners of an imposing

early 20th century building at Langho in

the beautiful Ribble Valley. Purchased

in November 2008, the NWPBF has

renovated and refurbished this building

to a very high standard. Now named

St. Michael’s Lodge (the patron saint

of police officers) this elegant building

has forthe last eight years provided

an exclusive nine bedroomed, country

retreat for officers. Moreover it was

the Fund's first steps into providing

physiotherapy services to its members.

At this time there was an affiliation

with the Police Treatment Centres at

Harrogate and an officer's donation

included access to their residential

physiotherapy services. However many

officers were considering pulling out of

the Fund as they believed they would

never want use those facilities and with
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the changing times they also had caring

responsibilities which they believed

would prevent them taking 1 or 2 weeks

to have a residential stay. Even though

that may just save their career.

As a result we opened a day-patient

physiotherapy suite at St. Michael's

with limited residential facilities. Over

the years last 6 years the NWPBF
has developed and now provides a

residential outpatient physiotherapy

facility available to all ofthe North West

Forces, providingtreatment to hundreds

of officers every year.

As a result of the success of this

venture St. Michael's is currently being

redeveloped and extended. Around

Easter 2017we will open our very

own 30 bedroom residential treatment

centre with enhanced rehabilitation

facilities. It will provide all the necessary

physiotherapy treatment required

to bring an individual back to fitness

following injury. There will be treatment

rooms, a swimming pool, hydrotherapy

pool, gymnasium with a full complement

oftrained staff. We will offer holistic and

alternative therapies. Our investment

will also provide an all-encompassing

psychological wellbeing programme.

From stress management through to

individual counselling, a wide range of

mental health issues will now be able to

be addressed. Unlike other facilities if a

client requires to be residential to access

such facilities the only limit to the length

of time they can stay or the number of

times they require treatment will be

based on a clinical need.

It is for those very reasons that we

welcome the opportunity to work

with the Police Firearms Officers

Association (PFOA) to be able to offer

their members the use of our facilities

via their internal processes and through

the magnificent Welfare Support

Programme.

To show that our charity's sole objective

is to assist officers, serving and retired

and their families when they are in

need, members also have access to

many other benefits. There is available

a level of Financial Assistance where

officers and dependants (including

widows, widowers and pensioners),

who are in a condition of need, hardship

or distress, can be helped by way of a

discretionary grant or loan (following an

application process) to assist or alleviate

their financial predicament. The Fund

committee members meet each month

to decide each application.

Also in the event of a death of a serving

police officer, the sum of £5,000 is

paid to the dependants within one

working day of notification of death.

Whilst appreciating that money is no

consolation for the loss of a loved one,

it is comforting to know that one's

dependants' immediate expenses will

be provided for by the Fund.

As mentioned previously our

counselling service is coming on leaps

and bounds in preparation for it being

an integral part of our core function

when our new development opens.

You can see all the fantastic things

thatwe do for our members and those

that our committee also consider to be

worthwhile causes by checking out our

websiteatwww.nwpbf.org



The Police Treatment Centres

A charity providing treatment, support & recuperation for injured and ill police officers.

For just £1.80 per week the Police Treatment Centres

can support YOU during difficult times.

Your donation gives you access to free, expert, police-specific treatment at

one of our two centres, regardless of whether your injury occurred on or off

duty. Whether it is a physical injury or a need for psychological support,

treatment is provided to help recover and aid return to work.

= Physiotherapy Programme
A two weeks tailored programme including a combination of exercise prescription &
intensivejob-specific physiotherapy

=> Psychological Wellbeing Programme
A two week structured programme offering sessions in stress management,
workshops focusing on relaxation, sleep, mindfulness, group exercise sessions and
also individual counselling and complementary therapy sessions.

Treatment is

provided

free-of-charge

to donating

officers

Sign Up Today at

www.thepolicetreatmentcentres.org
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FOR

COUNT
There are many Police

Officers serving who

were once members of

Her Majesty's Armed

Forces.

WRITTEN BY MARK WILLIAMS

RICK GARMORY & MARK WILUAMS

O
fcourse for those that— including myself

—

or Corp the friendly rivalry and banrer

continues. This is testament to the pride we

all had in serving our country. My chosen

Regiment was the Grenadier Guards, a

Regiment steeped in history dating back

to 1656 and Charles II. Having completed my Guards’ Depot

training I was posted in 1983 to the 1st Battalion at the grand

old age of 18. Almost immediately the Battalion began training

for Op Banner and a tour ofSouth Armagh, Northern Ireland.

South Armagh had a reputation for being a tough tour due to

the terrain and activity of the IRA. Northern Ireland has in

recent times become the Tost war’. Many young people have no

idea about the 'troubles' - a conflict that lasted some 30 years

and whose roots go back to 1609. Between 1969 and 1998, the year ofthe Good Friday

agreement, 3,489 people died. Ofthese 1,114 were members ofthe Armed Forces. During

my training I got to know my fellow Guardsman and NCOs well. One in particular was

a Lance Sergeant, Tim ‘Piggy’ Johnson. I looked up to ‘Piggy’ and had many laughs and

jokes with him. Whilst in training I found out that during the Battalion's previous tour of

Northern Ireland in 1978 Piggy's brother, Kevin, along with Guardsmen Glen Ling and

Guardsman Graham Duggan were murdered in Crossmaglen, South Armagh. The IRA

had ambushed them. This was a heavy loss to the Battalion, and one that affected not only

‘Piggy,’ who was on the same tour, but also the brother ofGraham Duggan, Russell who

was also serving in the Battalion. Much was spoken about events on the 21st December

1978 and about the Sergeant who led the patrol, Richard Garmory, who was awarded the

Military Medal for his actions that day. Rick, as all knew him, left the Battalion when I

joined so I never met him. When I listened to various people recounting the story ofthat
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day I remember rhinking the man was

something ofa 'legend’. To a man, all in

the Regiment respected him.

Over the years I have often thought

about the three Guardsmen who were

killed that day, particularly when their

faces appear on Facebook when we

remember those that have Fallen and

given their lives for the rest of us during

the various conflicts we have been

involved in. It was Facebook that also

led me to meet Richard GarmoryMM
this year and to forge a friendship with

a man who had a distinguished military

career and, as I soon found out, police

career including being a Firearms Officer.

We met up along with many other ex-

Grenadiers for what has become a regular

fixture at the Grenadier Breakfast! I

have to say the first time I met Rick was

somewhat emotional for me — 33 years

ofknowing about what happened that

day in Crossmaglen, seeing the Faces of

the lads that died, hearing about how

their Sergeant was awarded the Military

Medal for his actions. I asked Rick how

he would feel about me telling his story

in Top Cover magazine. He is a quiet,

unassuming man, softly spoken. He was

flattered but slightly embarrassed by my

Mansfield and have lunch while we

talked about the incident. 1 knew after

all these years it would still be tough

for Rick to talk through the events of

that day, but he did. This is his story,

dedicated to Graham, Kevin and Glen.

Richard Garmory joined the

Grenadier Guards in 1968 as a Junior

Leader. On joining the 1“ Battalion

Grenadier Guards he was promoted

within six weeks to Lance Corporal at the

age of 1 8. This was a rapid promotion

that was soon followed by another to the

rank of Lance Sergeant (full corporal) at

the ripe old age of 19! In 1974 he was

posted to Munster in Germany with

the Battalion. On return to the UK
Rick was informed that he was eligible

for promotion to full Sergeant (Gold

Sergeant). His company commander

ar the time pointed out that he had

been short-term absent on a number

ofoccasions but, if Rick successfully

returned on time from a long weekend,

he would be promoted ...unfortunately

for Rick has car engine blew up on

the way back to camp so he was late

returning, which resulted in him waiting

three years to be promoted to Gold

Sergeant!

Rick then spent a few years away

from the Battalion carrying our specialist

roles and on return for the 1978 South

Armagh tour was a substantive Gold

Sergeant. This tour was his seventh tour

ofNorthern Ireland, a total of five years

all in all.

Crossmaglen had a notorious

reputation. The British Army was not

welcome. During the ‘troubles' 58

police officers and 124 soldiers had been

murdered by the IRA in Crossmaglen.

South Armagh is a 200 square mile

pocket ofNorthern Ireland. It is mainly

Rick described seeing

the tarmac rip up, and

dust coming off nearby

walls and buildings as

the rounds came down

on the patrol.

open countryside with small farms.

Minor roads cross the border to the

south at some 47 points. The IRA had

a strong presence in South Armagh

and particularly Crossmaglen or XMG,
as soldiers referred to it. Prior to the

main Battalion arriving for the tour

the advanced party suffered the harsh

realities ofXMG. The Grenadiers were

taking over from 42 Commando Royal

Marines. A mixed patrol of Grenadiers

and Marines was subjected to a bomb

attack, which saw Marine G Wheddon

fatally wounded. Two Grenadiers, L1

Sgt K Regan and L/Cpl K Kinton were

slighdy wounded in the blast. During

the tour on the 20'1
' November a train

en route from Dublin to Belfast was

hijacked and terrorists loaded it with

lOOlbs of explosives. A cordon was set up

and the Queens Company stayed out in

freezing conditions for five days whilst

the device was removed. On another

occasion No 2 Company were involved

in the search and recovery ofa Scout

helicopter, which crashed into Lough

Ross, just west ofXMG, killing the pilot,

Captain Stirling and navigator. Corporal

Adcock. There were many other incidents

during the tour including a bomb blast

in Newtown Hamilton, a headless corpse

found near Forkhill, a Grenadier patrol

coming under high velocity rifle fire, and

Guardsman Bill Lundy being blown up

in XMG. Bill was saved by him running

into a house and getting into a bath of

cold water!

Rick was posted to No 2 Company,

where he led a multiple of 12 men. The

multiple was split into three ‘bricks’ of

four men and Rick’s three Guardsmen

were Kevin Johnson 20, Graham Duggan

22, and Glen Ling 18. The routine for

a Company posted toXMG was three

days rown patrol, three days rural patrol

and three days base guard. On the 21**

December 1978, Rick and his men were

posted town patrol. Rick was armed

with a 7.62 self-loading rifle (SLR), that

had been converted professionally to fire

fully automatic. It was also fitted with

a Suit sight, something only multiple

commanders were issued with and he

had a 20 round magazine with one in

three tracer. Graham Duggan was armed

with a ‘Bren gun, or Light Machine Gun

as it was latterly known, to which he had

fitted a 20 round SLR magazine. Kevin

Johnson and Glen Ling both carried

7.62 SLRs. All their weapons were made

ready whilst on town patrol. They each

wore regulation army combats apart

from Rick who wore a ‘Para smock’. All

the men wore berets with the regimental

‘Grenade’ cap badge. They did have

‘flack jackets’ but none of them wore

them because they were cumbersome

and offered no real ballistic protection

whatsoever. Indeed, more damage could

be done from the flak jacket material

entering a wound ifyou were shot. The

multiple was to patrol in three separate

‘bricks’. Rick’s patrol, 24Lima, made the

decision to patrol along the Blaney Road,

one of several roads leading to Southern

Ireland. Only a few minutes into the
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patrol a gunshot was heard

coming from the direction

ofthe Security Forces

base. Rick and his men

ran back to the main

square near to the base

when they heard over

the radio that one of

the sanger sentries

had unintentionally

discharged his

firearm. Having

left their original

patrol area and

to avoid creating

a pattern for

any watching

terrorists, Rick decided to

take the ‘brick’ along the Newry Road. At

1 l45hrs the patrol was approaching the Rio Bar on their

left when Rick noticed just past the bar a van with two wheels

on the pavement parked up about 40 yards away. It looked like

a post office parcel delivery van to the naked eye. He noticed

that the back, which was open, appeared to be piled to the roof

with boxes. Because it was Christmasdme this would, in normal

circumstances, not appear to be anything untoward. However

Rick was not happy. Call it a gut instinct, he raised his SLR up

and looked through the Suit sight. In his words ‘lots of things

happened in that split second’. His safety catch went to ‘fully

auto’ and he squeezed the trigger. Rick had seen through his Suit

sight four firing slits between what appeared to be boxes. Twenty

rounds of7.62 hit the back of the van. Rick immediately noticed

the tracer rounds bouncing offwhat looked like boxes at first,

but these boxes had armoured plating behind them with firing

points! At the same time Rick opened fire the back of the van lit

up with muzzle Hashes. Rick and his patrol came under sustained

automatic fire from an AK47 and Armalites. Rick described

seeing the tarmac rip up, and dust coming off nearby walls and

buildings as the rounds came down on the patrol. He was by now

in a crouched position having fired his magazine off. He managed

to give a quick contact report and looked around for his men. All

three of his Guardsmen were down. The terrorists’ high velocity

rounds had hit all of them. Rick had holes in his Para smock

where rounds had miraculously passed through and not hit him.

He was at this stage convinced he was going to die, and described

himselfas being “f*
*”g angry".

“How the hell they missed me I will never know, I think they

were not used to someone firing at them, and I believe my initial

burst hit one ofthem — probably the one who was aiming at me."

Rick ran over to Graham Duggan who was the only Guardsman

still conscious at this stage. Graham said, "Rick, Rick help me I

have been hit." Rick said, “You will be alright mate." "Yes, I know

I will," came the reply from the mortally wounded Guardsman.

Whilst he attempted to help Graham he came under heavy fire

again. Knowing there was only one way to end this Rick picked

up Grahams’s LMG and fired the 20 round magazine from the

hip into the rear of the van from the middle ofthe road. This kept

them quiet for a short time. Having fired offthe magazine on the

LMG Rick then ran over to Kevin Johnson, who had also been

mortally wounded in the hail of bullets. Rick took Kevin's SLR

and at the same time the van began to pull away. He fired four

more rounds into the rear of the van, which then swerved and

hit a telegraph pole before eventually driving off ar speed towards

the South. Judging by the way the van struggled to pull away and

it hitting the tree it’s believed that Rick had hit the driver and at

least one other occupant.

The aftermath ofthe incident is equally disturbing when

you speak with Rick. It was at this stage where he became quite

emotional. After 38 years, it still hurts and the memories never

fade. He felt ‘sick’ as he looked around to see his men still in the

street. The SF Base was emptying ofmen coming out to assist.

Medics soon arrived. Rick went into the square and attempted

to commandeer a van to transport the Guardsman to where the

Wessex helicopter would land. The driver of the van refused to

help, but changed his mind after Rick smashed the rear door

handle off with his rifle butt! A few minutes after the incident a

Guardsman who had run out to support his fellow Grenadiers

saw a priest by the church.

He went over to him and

explained that three soldiers

were badly wounded. The

priest made no comment

and turned away. A few

minutes later a second

priest walked by and

made no move towards

the mortally wounded

men. On withdrawal

from the scene Company

Commander Major

Woodrow was going towards the

church and saw a priest twenty metres away. He called tc

him, the priest walked away. St Luke Chapter 10 verse 21 would

seem appropriate, the parable ofthe good Samaritan reads: “Now
by chance a priest was going down the road; and when he saw

him he passed by on the other side."

In a state ofshock, Rick walked back to the base carrying

his empty SLR. During the contact he had been gripping his

rifle so tightly that it snapped a ting, given to him by his then

girlfriend, clean off his finger. He was deaf for several hours after

the incident. There was noTRiM orOH support in those days!

Having regained his hearing some six hours later, Rick was back

Kevin Johnson, Graham Duggan and Glen Ling all died that

day. Over 200 rounds had been fired at the patrol. Rick had fired

44 rounds into rhe van.

On the 27* May 1979, Rick attended Buckingham Palace

where Her Majesty The Queen presented him with his Military

Medal. He had been due to leave the Army but signed back on

and eventually left in 1982 after completing over 14 years of

service. His Military conduct was ‘exemplary’.

On leaving the Army, Rick joined the Metropolitan Police

at the age of 30. He fondly remembers his days at Hendon

and the way that staffthere treated him so well having read his

background and the fact he wore his Military Medal and his

Northern Ireland medal ribbon on his tunic. After basic training

he was posted to Norbury, South London. He became a divisional

shot and applied to be a D1 1/PT17 Instructor but failed the
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At 1 145hrs on 21“ December 1978 Sgt Garmory was in

charge of a multiple of twelve men engaged in patrolling

the town ofXMG. The multiple was broken down into

three four-man patrols one at each end ofthe town and

one responsible for the centre. Sgt Garmory 's patrol 24L

was patrolling along Newry Road. He was the leading

soldier in the patrol with the light machine gun deployed to

his rear, and two riflemen across the street. When he was

approximately 50 meters away from what appeared to be a

post office delivery wagon loaded to the roof with parcels,

Sergeant Garmory noticed what appeared to be 4 unusual

slits in the piles of parcels. He raised his Self-Loading Rifle

to the shoulder in order to use his Night Sight to gain

better definition ofthe vehicle. At this moment several

things happened at once. Sergeant Garmory opened fire

as rapid automatic fire was brought to bear on all members

of the patrol from the wagon. After firing his complete

magazine into the back ofthe terrorists' wagon he gave a

quick contact report and without any thought for his own
life engaged the enemy, meanwhile behind him the other

members of his patrol were all lying mortally wounded.

Realising that his patrol was in desperate danger Sergeant

Garmory then ran back, still under fire, picked up the light

machine gun from the wounded Guardsman behind him

and fired the complete magazine at the still stationary

vehicle. Sergeant Garmory then ran across the road, picked

up the Self-Loading Rifle of another wounded Guardsman

and fired 4 rounds at the retreating vehicle.

It is not clear at this point in time whether any terrorists

were wounded or killed by Sergeant Garmory's actions.

Certainly the rear ofthe enemy vehicle was hit a number of

times and enemy fire was halted at one stage as if a man had

been hit, but what is beyond a doubt is that in the face of

intense and accurate enemy fire at close quarters, and with

his patrol in desperate danger, Sergeant Garmory fought

like a tiger. He showed a burning courage and a fighting

spirit beyond praise; his actions were truly heroic.

He has set an example as a fighting soldier of single-minded

purpose and high courage which is inspirational to all of us.

For his courage, aggressive resolve and fighting spirit in

the face ofgreat danger Sergeant Garmory deserves high

recognition.

course after being ‘picked up’ for jumping a gap chat one ofthe

instructors felt was reckless! Our very own Tony Long had tried

to reverse the decision, knowing that Rick would have been a

huge asset to the firearms unit, hut to no avail. Rick’s feelings

on this decision were quite understandable when he said, "I

thought bollocks to you lot.” and carried on being a local shot

on division, eventually joining the Security Section ar Heathrow

Airport. Whilst serving at Heathrow Rick almost shot a male

pistol-whipping someone with what turned out to be an

imitation Colt handgun. Fortunately for the male in question

a homebeat officer jumped on him, as Rick was about to fire! 1

asked him how he felt about that moment. He replied, “You don’t

think about it, ifsomeone is a threat you just deal with it." He

was injured in a fight whilst dealing with a subject, which resulted

him being medically retired from the Met in 1994.

Rick is a PFOA member and big supporter of all we do. I

asked him whether he would want to be a firearms officer now in

the light of how some officers have been treated and he replied,

“It’s disgusting, I honestly don’t know why they do it. Look at

Tony Long and the way he was treated, it was horrendous.”

1 am honored to have written this short account ofwhat

happened that day in Crossmaglen on the 21“ December

1978. 1 am grateful to Rick for sharing his thoughts with me.

It was not easy for him particularly at this time ofthe year with

Remembrance and December looming. I am proud to call him a

friend, and proud that 1 served in a Regiment steeped in history

and pride, where brave men gave their lives for all of us.

Rest in peace Guardsman Graham Duggan, Guardsman Kevin

Johnson, Guardsman Glen Ling, 1st Battalion

Grenadier Guards



SUPPORT & FRIENDSHIP

It's been a busy few months since the last Top Cover

magazine. We continue to provide support in various

different ways, never being afraid to think outside the

box, and make people's lives that little bit easier.

Since we started in 2009 we have spent over £700,000 supporting PFOA members and

their families. We are proud of this, and proud of the fact that so many people support

whatwe do. Our numbers grow each month, well over 7000 members now, which is

just mind blowing. In 2015 we provided:

• 305 Counselling sessions

• 123 Welfare Coaching sessions

• 102 hampers!

• 85 other assistance (childcare, equipment, hospital assistance etc.)

• 16 respite breaks

• In total we assisted 268 officers and their families!

This year Jeff Goodwin, Warwickshire Firearms and PFOA member contacted us. Jeff

was extremely distressed as he had just learned that his nine year old son Alex had been

diagnosed with cancer.

"Alexander Goodwin is a nine-year-old boy who loves sharks,

dinosaurs, birds of prey and anything to do with nature.

On 8th June 2016 the family had some terrible news that

Alex had been diagnosed with Ewing Sarcoma of his right

femur. Alex has been struggling with constant leg pain since

Christmas 2015 and has used crutches since April 2016. He

was initially misdiagnosed until finally being told it was cancer

in June. Ewing Sarcoma is a rare type of bone cancer that

affects children. Fewer than 30 children in the UK develop

Ewing's Sarcoma each year.

Alex has had weeks of scans and tests and months of

chemotherapy. He has just completed his first cycle of

chemotherapy. He has lived for months in constant pain and

discomfort using crutches since April and is now reliant for any

extended period of time on a wheelchair to get around.

This week we have been informed that the cancer has spread

and this has significantly reduced Alexander's prognosis and

chances of survival. Importantly it has reduced the treatment

options available to Alexander on the NHS.

In order to maximise Alexander's chances of survival against

this awful disease and give him the best possible treatment

we are desperately seeking to obtain the support, knowledge

and expertise ofthe leading medical professionals in this field

here in the U.K and abroad. We also wish to ensure thatwe
take advantage of the latest treatments of this type of cancer

where appropriate including Proton Beam Therapy and other

treatments that may not be available to Alex on the NHS.

Time is of the essence and we cannot afford any further delays

so we must do whatever we can to speed things up and obtain

the best treatment and this will cost money.

At present we are unsure as to the exact costs involved until

comprehensive treatment plans are in place. We are seeking to

raise funds through the release of a music single & video and

the sale of wristbands."

When the PFOA started we had two nightmare scenarios: firstly

a firearms officer would stand trial for murder and, secondly, an

officer's child would need life saving treatment. Sadly both have

come true. When we spoke with Jeffwe realized we needed to

do all we could to support him and his family.

The PFOA assisted with funds to covertrips to hospital,

overnight accommodation and supplements to assistAlex.

We also delivered a big hamper forMum and Dad, an ipad

and Beat headphones for Alex and some shopping vouchers

for Sophia, Alex's 4-year-old sister. When we visited Jeffwe
discovered that neither of their family cars were big enough

to take Alex's wheelchair and all the other gear they needed

when transporting him to hospital or indeed any family days

out. This was a major problem as they were forced into taking

two cars everywhere they went, which in turn cost more money
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in fuel and parking. I called our friends

atBMW ISSD at Park Lane, and spoke

with Andrew Smith. Literally within a

couple of hours Andy called me back

with an incredible deal on a BMW 2

series Gran Tourer, with 7 seats! On the

3rd September the Goodwin family went

to BMW Park Lane and were presented

with the keys to their new BMW! We
have leased the car for 1 2 months to

help make life a little easier for them.

We continue to support Alex and his

family, along with Warwickshire Police,

their Federation and of course the wider

Police family!
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A QUESTION OF
DEGREE?

AN ACADEMIC
FUTURE FOR

FIREARMS OFFICERS

olleagues in firearms

will be aware of hotly

debated plans to

smdy among police

certainly heard a lot of talk about it on

the ground. According to the College of

Policing, the job is now of‘degree level

complexity’ because it involves dealing

with complex crimes and multi-agency

communications. It’s also felt that,

policing can only call itselfa profession

if it adopts this policy too. Without

it the legitimacy of policing might be

called into question and so the College

is currendy consulting on plans and a

pilot scheme to be rolled out by 2019.

Under these plans, a degree in 'practical

or apprenticeship course would be a
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There has been some hostility to the idea of all police officers having to have a degree,

though. The Police Federation for one has argued that the requirement will mean that

many are excluded from making a career of policing, a view echoed by some officers too.

Many successful, front line officers simply feel that degree-level qualifications are at best

unnecessary and at worst actually harmful in keeping people out of policing in the first

place. Many would argue that what most officers need is a good dose ofcommon sense,

not a long programme in higher education whose relevance to the job might be shaky.

If, as some believe, policing is a vocation, not a profession, then university qualifications

would do more harm than good.

There are good culrural and financial reasons why this point ofview makes sense.

Culturally, the requirement to have a degree before joining up seems likely to affect

precisely those groups that policing wants to attract. This is because it might discourage

anyone from a background in which university education, even any non-compulsory

education, has not traditionally been an option. People who work in education and

training are familiar with the idea of of ‘cultural capital', by which we mean know-how

about how things work - where to go for information, who to ask, how to ask and when.

It's this know-how that allows certain people to get on and keeps others out of a given

area because what is needed is often taken for granted or never really spelled out by

those who rely on it. In a nutshell, ifyou know the ropes, you’ve a much better chance

ofsucceeding; the theory goes. Ofcourse, the trouble is, you only know the ropes ifyou

are already in the system, so ifyou’re unlucky enough to come from outside — say from a

family background where schooling was perceived as a problem and academic success as

how to begin overcoming them. Can policing afford to be excluding people because they

don't have the ‘cultural capital’ needed to get through a degree?

On top of this there's the sheer cost ofuniversity study. Currently standing at around

£9,000 per year depending on what and where you study, the idea of racking up a

£27,000 debt is enough to put plenty ofpeople off. And it’s likely to discourage many

potential candidates who might otherwise have made a real contribution.

That said, there is more to the story than meets the eye. While the problems above are

real, they haven’t stopped some officers from graduating ahead ofthe curve. Gary Doody,

an Instructor from British Transport Police Firearms Unit, recently graduated from

Canterbury Christ Church university with a BA Hons degree, and I asked him a few

questions about what he did . . . and why.

CB: Cary, you're an experienced AFO
and a successful instructor. What’s the

point of a degree for someone like you?

GD: From a personal point of view I feel

that gaining my degree has improved

my performance as a firearms instructor

by giving me a greater insight into the

different sorts of learning styles that I

come across. This has enabled me to

develop new approaches to training

which have ultimately improved the

level of service I deliver.

CB. OK, so it has been useful as a

trainer, but that’s only part of the job.

What about your operational ability?

GD: The question whether it has

improved my performance as an

operational police officer is in the

balance: we need to be careful about

the implications of what's being said.

For example, it is interesting to note that

the College of Policing feel the multi-

skilled officers oftoday need qualities

that only a degree can bring. The

notion that an officer needs a degree to

deal with complex crimes might come

across as insulting to those that have

dealt with such crimes to high levels

of competence in the past. At a time

when police officers genuinely feel

undervalued due to pension reforms

and decreasing numbers on patrol, the

College should perhaps tread more

carefully.

CB: So you think that the College

should back down over the minimum

requirement then?

GD: Well, I just think that degrees

shouldn't be compulsory. When a new

recruit comes into the force with a

degree in policing this extra knowledge

should be welcomed and the dedication

to the job should be rewarded at the

interview stage, but I feel this should not

be mandatory.

CB: What do you think ofthe view

that this new requirement might

cause problems in the longer run for

recruitment?

GD: Police officers should be a

representation of the community

they serve, but by making degrees

mandatory this would exclude a great

deal of officers from ever applying. It

has to be recognised that many people

cannot afford the time to study, or the

expense, but instead are collecting life

skills which can be just as valuable an

asset to the police. One ofthe greatest

skills a police officer can show when

dealing with the public is empathy,

which is a difficult thing to teach, more

something that can be learnt through

life experience.

CB: So you think there needs to be

balance between experience and

qualifications then?

GD: Yes, well my personal view is that

all qualifications brought to the police

should be rewarded and identified

at initial stages of employment. But

regard should also be given to the other

qualities that individuals bring and how

this benefits the police. The opportunity

to study once in the police is down

to the individual and can be chosen

dependent on their role, i.e. training and

/or promotion, but this should be the

individual's choice rather than forced on

any officer as there is more than enough

pressure on the thin blue line.

Gary's views echo those of many

colleagues who are not anti-

qualifications per se. They know that

there are advantages to the idea of

degree level entry to policing, for

example the potential cost savings in

training that would be made if officers

come to the job already qualified.

But this does assume that the degrees

in question are relevant and will remain

so overtime, a problem that universities

will have to grapple with just as they

have done with programmes for

'new professionals' in areas such as

social work, training or nursing with

which policing, rightly or wrongly,

is compared. If, as the College says,

degree level qualifications would be

required for constables, and a master's

for superintendents, we need to make

sure that these qualifications are more

than just bits of paper for keeping up

with the Joneses
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BACK TO LIFE - BACK T

The Martial Arts industry is many things. For a start

it is very political. No news there really. It is also very

changeable and, at times, even fashionable.

bit like the latest 'Keep

Fit’ download or DVD.
“Train like celebrity X,

you too can be like (insert

ne)” and all that

hyped nonsense. That

said, Martial Arts training is also very

rewarding, educational, inspirational,

confidence boosting, can help improve

self esteem, improve on general health

and fitness, instil a great sense of

achievement and push us to our physical

limits. There is indeed an abundance of

good stuff that Martial Arts training can

give us that would be hard to dispute.

However, sadly, it also breeds bad

stuff. Bad stuff that welcomes greed,

massages egos, produc

courages ntouchable'

and unchallengeable individuals sitting

high on usually self appointed pedestals,

or offers a second income once you have

taken a quick instructor course ifyou

have the cash ready. Naturally there’s no

experience necessary. In fact if you don’t

have the money to hand, or maybe you

work to achieve this superficial instructor

level, you can always go online and buy

a black belt certification ofyour choice

with a shiny new black belt to match.

You can buy a Karate 4th Dan, Ju-jitsu

5th Dan, or even an (ahem) Expert or

(ahem) Grand Master level in Krav Maga

and, voila! You are ready to teach anyone

° pay y°> their hard earned

ash. No questions asked of course. I

nean, what's the point of credibility in

n industry that has few governing bodies

that what is being taught to students is

safe?

The quite shocking and dangerous

thing with these clubs and organisations

is that once the metaphorical smoke

and mirrors clear and break, what is left

is the stark beliefby many that what

is being taught, inexperienced or not,

is a self protection system that— when

transferred to the street - will work.

The harsh reality is, ofcourse, it won’t.

Well ok, it could have some level of

success, but this is generally down to

the individual resorting to their own

‘default’, which could be simply lashing

out at the attacker and running away

at pace. No skill in that and training

is hardly needed, huh? Effective? Yes.

Looks good? No. So why then do we

see so much convoluted, fine motor

skill based defences being taught when,

in all honesty, they haven’t really got a

chance of being successful? The answer? I

believe it is because ultimately, vety litde

is challenged. Techniques and concepts

are just accepted and it is taken for

granted they will work without question,

and therefore the ‘parrot fashion' learnt

technique is duly acknowledged by

all that ‘x’ is what you do when ‘y’ is

presented. No margin for failure, no

margin for error, no tactical application,

no strategic implementation, just learn

by rote.

I’ve found across my many years of

teaching in this industry that challenging

instructors is something that aggravates

them and, to some degree, the students

of these instructors can also be equally

touchy. This shouldn’t be the case at

all because we are all here to learn,

right? Why they react in the way they

do can be for a whole host of reasons.

Challenge or suggested change can

be viewed as a direct attack on their

teaching ability, their Martial Arts

prowess, or their precious discipline. In

case it is overlooked, I will mention at

this point that I don’t go in for the hero

worshipping nonsense. We are all human

beings and some of these people were in

the right place at the right time. Years of

training along a certain ‘pedigree’ does

not automatically make that person right

in what they say or do. Yes, they may be

extremely good at what they do within

a safe and controlled environment, but

if it were possible to take what they are

teaching out of the Dojo, place them in

a violent, real life situation, and see how

they fere, I think most would be shocked.

All theoretical ofcourse but to know

what ‘reality’ is, you have to experience

it or at least talk to people who know

what they are talking about. You can’t

beat experience. Mike Tyson once said

“everyone has a plan until they get

punched in the mouth”. I tend to agree.

So whatever the reason may be for

these challenges being taken the wrong

way, there should never be anything

wrong with being asked a question. I

advocate it in my club. Are we not all

here to learn together, grow together,

develop together and in doing so, all

remain that little bit safer? Ifa student

of mine presented me with a defence/

effective, more efficient than one I was

teaching, I would willingly break it

down, work with it under pressure and if

it proved to be a more practical approach

than something I currendy taught, I

would introduce it into the dub. No
ego, no feelings hurt, no embarrassment,

just being truthful and open. By not

taking on board the views and opinions

of others, by not even opening the door

for discussion, we end up building a

very closed and insular environment

and culture in which we train. This has

no benefit to the student or instructor

alike yet sadly, experience has shown



that when questions are asked and challenges put out there, illusions are

disrupted, dents are created in fragile egos and comfort zones breached.

Possibly the worst of all is that when a more efficient method is actually

presented, and the instructor knowingly continues to teach the less effective

option, the teaching becomes dishonest and as a result, is short-changing the

student. “My bat, my ball, my club and I teach what I want to, even ifmy
students are being lied to" is an attitude I have seen adopted by far too many

people. It fast becomes more about the instructor than it does the student.

I’ve been actively involved in Martial Arts and SelfProtection for 34

years now and have been teaching for around 20 of those years. During that

time I have been privileged to have met and trained with some wonderful,

experienced people who have been at the top of their game and who, as

individuals, have taught thousands ofstudents across the world. The thing is,

as a student or a teacher, we have to be clear about the nature of our training.

Is it a traditional Martial Art, for example, like Karate or Ju-Jitsu, or is it a

sport like Muted Martial Arts? Certain aspects ofeach of these can ofcourse

cross over into the street arena, but it is a dangerous path to tread if the

training processes ofthe student instil a false sense of ability and security.

There are exceptions to the rules — there always are — but these are

generally few and far between. When, within the realms of regulated

competition, even professionals find it difficult to secure an arm bar or a

choke, what hope would your average student — training once or twice a

week - have against a committed attacker? If, when training in rhe Dojo,

your fast, pressure-tested knife defence works perfectly against your partner

— who helps your defence succeed by attacking half heartedly and then stops

mid-flow to let you perform your well rehearsed defence — then I’m afraid

that you, your partner and whoever is teaching you in the belief that what

you are doing is ‘real’ are all being dishonest and naive.

Ifyou are teaching or being taught Self Protection, you need to identify

where the flaws are. Ifyou don't do this at all and simply accept that in 'real

life’ it will work, you are treading a very dangerous path and false train of

thought. Imagine, ifyou will, trying a roundhouse kick against an attacker

in the street. (I never teach these kinds of moves but for those who are not
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aware, it’s one ofthose kicks to the head

you see in all Martial Arts films.) It works

fine on a shiny polished floor with or

without training footwear, but this time

you slip over on a puddle ofalcohol or

something equally as slippery— vomit,

grass, mud, gravel, urine . .
.
you get the

idea. That kick could be the last mistake

you make as you hit the floor and your

armed assailant closes range and bears

down on you for the kill. It works a treat

in the Dojo, wins points in competitions,

helps towards earning your next level for

your grading, and looks great on your

promotional videos. How on earth did

it fail?

Well, the reality is that you have been

negligent in your considerations. You

have not realised the stark differences

finish training, pleased that you have

just learnt a certain technique, strike,

weapons defence, lock, choke, takedown,

whatever it is, but then open the door

and walk back onto the street to make

your way home. Back to life and back

to reality. Your Dojo is a cocoon of

like-minded people who don’t want

to hurt you (well, not too much) and

will aid you, unknowingly most of the

me, in helping you succeed. That is

a great and wonderful thing ofcourse,

and something to be welcomed. I am
proud of all ofmy students, the mutual

respect they show for each other, the

understanding, the stories, the insights,

the questioning, the laughs, the fun

— mostly the fun - but we nevet lose

sight of the fact ofwhy we train like

we do and why we train at all. During

Rory Miller said to me that he liked

the fact that when he saw my students

get hit, they smiled. I like that too. It

shows nothing was meant maliciously,

there is no ego dented, and getting hit is

indeed real. It's a start at least because in

everything we do there are flaws. We just

have to work that bit harder to identify

them, hopefully iron them out and

reduce the number of them.

So how can we identify flaws? Well

here is something I work to that follows a

basic scientific process:

1. Ask questions

2. Do your background research

3. Construct a hypothesis

4. Test (slow then fast under pressure.

preferably not with someone who

just yields because you are the Chief

Instructor) and analyse your data

5. Draw your conclusions

6. Present your results

During my classes I am already at

point 6. It is then open for my students

to ask questions, do their own research

and so on. If the defence technique

works when performed slowly, then falls

apart when practised fast, then you have

identified a weakness and have something

I’ve found that much ofwhat is

taught, across the many disciplines I

have either been involved in or studied

and analysed, is not based on or even

remotely looks like reality, rarely takes

into account how people actually react,

and is generally far too assumptive. Real

fighting is messy, ugly, unrehearsed.

The flaw in all of our

training is that none of

it is real, but we can at

least introduce some

semblance of reality

aggressive, violent, usually bloody and

let’s face it, quite abominable. Real

fighting is all this and more. The flaw

in all ofour training is that none of it

some semblance of reality. Even in

MMA, Boxing or Muay Thai, where an

opponent can be struck with full force,

there are still huge issues with those

disciplines. For example, there are rules,

each round, a towel can be thrown in

the ring to stop the fight, doctors are

on hand, plus as you enter the ring, you

should already have an idea ofwhat you

are letting yourself in for. In addition,

there is only one opponent not muldple,

no weapons are carried nor are any laying

around to be used. Biring, gouging,

strikes to the throat or groin are not

allowed. No hair pulling, no scratching,

no kicks to the head are allowed when

your opponent is on the floor etc etc.

The list is quite long. Even during the

1920’s in the days of bare knuckle Vale

Tudo (Portuguese for ‘anything goes’),

you could kick and stomp to the head

while standing above your opponent, but

there was still the absence ofweapons

and multiple attackers. As harsh, hard,

had flaws in that it wasn't 'real' in the

context of this article. The thing is, it

didn’t profess to be something it wasn’t

and there is, ofcourse, nothing wrong

with that.

You can see, however, that the more

you take steps to train without rules,

the more effective your defence can

become. Why do we not have kicks

to the head on a grounded opponent

in UFC? Why doesn’t MMA contain

strikes like ploughing a knee square into

the face ofan opponent kneeling on

the canvas? The answers are obvious, I

would hope, but you can do that in real

life if the threat is such that the level of

force is proportionate and justified. I

have personally trained with some very

proficient Brazilian Ju-Jitsu and Mixed

Martial Arts fighters and although they

were more experienced in their field than

me, I stopped my partners in their tracks

when I applied an eye gouge, struck to

the groin or applied some pressure on the

windpipe with my elbow. This ofcourse

did not make me any better than them —

far from it; these guys were very able in

their art. It’s just that I was responding

without the consideration of rules. I did

what my survival default told me to do.

Ifyou apply rules, it isn't reality training

because there are no rules in a real fight.

skill applications, it isn’t reality training

because things happen too fast for you to

apply them; ifyou only ever train against

one person, it isn’t reality training; if

your training does not involve any form

of pressure testing that is unscripted

and non-choreographed, it isn’t reality

training. There are many other aspects

but you get the idea.

During my 1 S years training and

teaching Shotokan Karate, whenever I

taught anything that remotely resembled

a real attack, the defence fell apart.

Students were lost when their practised

defence failed. There was no contingency

and no real mention ofwhat happens if

your first line ofdefence or counter strike

fails. I understand that ofcourse because

again, it is a traditional Martial Art that

is structured, generally follows a strict
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syllabus and is lull of techniques that

don’t work- It’s too scripted, too ‘dean’,

too convoluted, and far too assumptive.

Real fighting is none of those.

In 2006 I was invited to Japan to

attend a Ju-Jitsu World Congress. Over

200 Students from around the world

and a good number ofvery qualified

instructors were all teaching their thing.

What was noticeably constant was that

for all demonstrations, opponents were

compliant and it was all pretty much

choreographed. Again I understand

that. What was being taught was a

traditional Martial Art. Yes, there were

techniques that were applied with a

certain level of force and yes, there

were indeed some responses that could

work. However, not once did I see

anything that resembled a real attack.

Students moved and responded in a

certain way that would aid the defence

response. I'm aware that you are unable

to attack 100% with full force. There

are a finite number ofstudents and

your club would not last too long, but

with padding and body protection

the pressure could've been increased

to get close to something a little more

realistic. Fighting is far too dynamic

and contains far too many variables

to have the time to apply fine motor

skills, flamboyant and over-technical

responses, and, against a committed

attacker, even a padded up one, it should

highlight just how impractical a lot of

these traditional defences are. Hick’s

law, named after British psychologist

William Edmund Hick, describes the

time it takes for a person to make a

decision as a result ofthe possible choices

he or she has: increasing the number

ofchoices will increase the decision

time logarithmically. So from a Self

Protection angle, the more complicated

the technique, the more choice we have

in the syllabus, the longer it will take to

process, and therefore the longer it will

take to apply. During an attack, time is

not on our side.

So, as 1 mentioned earlier, we have

to understand and be dear on what

we are learning. Ifwe are being taught

something that we are told is Self

Protection and yet when put under

pressure, the defence falls at the first

hurdle, then it must be addressed. A
student should be made aware from

the outset ifwhat they are learning, for

example, is based on a traditional system.

By that I mean they need to be aware if

it has been handed down through the

years and as a result would very likely

have been changed and adapted, would

usually contain certain techniques that

may well have worked in feudal Japan,

but is neither practical or workable for

your average non-warrior in the street

arena of today. It is important that the

student is under no illusion.

Another way to identify flaws is

to introduce elements of reality. It's a

simple task to get a well-trained student

to perform a series of set techniques

against an opponent who is attacking

in a particular way. It will work fine.

Transfer that same scenario to the street,

mix it with a cocktail ofadrenaline,

non-adrenaline and endorphins, include

a level of fear which you have never

experienced or comprehended before

that makes your legs turn to jelly, makes

you want to vomit and empty your

bowels and renders you incapable to talk

or think straight, and you will discover

that they are worlds apart. All of that

without yet being hit, without seeing

your own blood in your hands, without

trying to make sense ofwhat is going on,

all without a real knife at your throat,

or a firearm pointed at your head. A bit

different, huh?

It would ofcourse be ridiculous for

me to suggest that I could even try to

mirror this full-on street scenario during

my classes, for obvious reasons, but what

I can do is educate, analyse and develop.

We can make our training honest and

open to the fact that we can fail and

mess up. Ifwe don't understand or even

acknowledge where the weaknesses are in

what we do, how can we possibly grow

and progress in the right way? Nothing is

set in stone and nor should it be.

I teach Krav Maga (Hebrew for

Contact Combat), an Israeli system

that, before irs military links were

established, was developed to help

civilians defend themselves, irrespective

of size or gender. By maintaining that

ideal, it enables me to stress tactical

and strategical implementation over

technique. Whatever the defence is, it

has to be able to work for anyone, and

ifwhat is being taught is based purely

on technique alone, the result will be

that it will work for some and not for

others or may even foil completely. This

is a major consideration when students

are supposed to be learning something

that should be protecting themselves,

yet find they are one of the students the

technique doesn't work for!

So what can we do to overcome a

technique only based system? 1 teach a

three part strategy: disrupt the thought

process ofyour attacker; unbalance

your attacker; inflict damage/cause pain

to your attacker. How you implement

this strategy however, is not that

important, but success in application

will increase your chances of survival.

The individual has to adapt to what he/

she is presented with and, with so litde

time available to respond, the response

should undoubtedly be quick, efficient,

and take little thought process. When a

technique foils, where do you go from

there? Ifyou have a plan and that foils,

do you have a plan B or C? Do you have

a contingency? If the strategy foils at

any point, you can pick it up, ovedap,

and begin the strategy again, and again,

and again. Implement an applicable

strategical process and you will be able

to continuously adapt to the stimulus.

It is important to remember that

ifsomething is principally sound and

taught to students in their thousands, it

does not by any means make it flawless,

honest or real. Indeed the automatic

acceptance ofsomething that is taught

that way because “just look at the

pedigree, it must be correct" is rarely if

at all questioned. It is also important

to be aware that there are many that

look to feed the money machine, fill

the pockets of those at the top, exploit

the naive and uneducated, and serve

to set the pedestal of the untouchable

instructor even higher.

Whatever it is we are learning or

teaching, we must operate within the

realms of reality and seek the truth.

With something that is as important

as surviving a life threatening attack,

the analytical breakdown and defence

responses should be commensurate.

Whatwe should be left with is

something that is honest, practical and

workable. Reality and life should not be

different because they are one and the

same. Life is our reality, and ifwhat we

are learning does not reflect this, then we

need to question ourselves and what we

do before its too late



Strength Training Benefits KillerGorillaFitness

Many people are under the misconception that lifting weights in the gym is only for big, chunky

guys. This couldn't be further from the truth; in fact many professionals advocate weight training

E
OVER cardio training for overall health and fitness. Take a look at

any bikini model, or buff movie star and you'll find their personal

trainer has advised a mixture of both weights and cardio workouts,

more likely concentrating the majority on the former. Dig deeper and

you'll probably be surprised to learn that with the correct guidance

an intensive weight lifting workout doesn't always mean throwing

heavy dumbbells around, whilst groaning like you have sharp stone

in your shoe. Lower weights and higher reps (repetitions - the

amount of times you perform a movement from start to finish) is

particularly suited to those new to weight training, or ladies looking

to sculpt a lean, healthy physique without adding 'body-builder' bulk.

Gaining muscle gives great health benefits.

Not only does strength training give you a

lean athletic look, but it also increases your

metabolism, helps you to lose weight, and

can even increase your lifespan. A recent

Men's Fitness article stated "always lift

weights more often than doing cardio. The
repeated impact of running, linear motion of

biking, swimming or rowing, and endless

creations of the same movement pattern

and range of movement can create muscle
imbalances over time that can lead to joint

problems,"

That means it’s time to take a break from the

treadmill, and pick up a pair of dumbbells

instead.

Here are three ways your strength-training regime improves your health:

1

.

It helps weight loss by speeding up your metabolism.

Cardio might seem like the traditional way to go when it comes to weight loss, but a little extra

muscle mass can do far more than any elliptical machine. It helps your body burn more calories —
long after your workout is over. Three to four hours after a strength-training workout, you’re still

burning calories. Muscles require energy to be built, used, and maintained, which results in a

steady calorie burn. The alternative to muscle is fat tissue, which doesn't do anything other than sit

there.

2. It protects your joints.

The more muscle tissue you have, the less strain you're

putting on your joints and connective tissue. They act as

shock absorbers and stabilisers for your joints, leading to

less pain in your 'golden' years.

3. It's good for your heart.

Again, cardio exercise is thought to be "the” thing to do for

cardio health. But studies show that resistance training is

just as effective for controlling and lowering blood

pressure. Strength training increases blood flow, which in

turn reduces blood pressure by as much as 20%.

www.thek illergorilla.com
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PFOAWEARS
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WRITTEN BY MARK WILLIAMS

For some years now Haix, the German shoe manufacturer, has

supported the PFOA through advertising in TOP COVER
magazine. 1 first 'discovered' Haix whilst at the Emergency

Services show in 2012 and was really impressed with their

qual ity and durability. This led to myself and other PFOA
members testing some boots and writing about them in the

magazine. I wear my Haix boots or trainers most days, whether

at work, walking the dog or washing the car. They are a first

class product, extremely comfortable and hardwearing. In July

this year whilst on a weekend trip to Munich with Mrs. Williams

we took the opportunity (well I did, not sure this was what Mrs.

W thought the weekend would be about!) to visit the Haix

factory in Mainburg and met up with the owner Ewald Haimerl

and Simon Ash the UK Sales Manager. Over lunch we discussed

the possibility of the PFOA becoming a Haix retailer in the UK.

There were a number of reasons for this, which I will elaborate

on later, but I am glad to say that they agreed that the PFOA
could sell Haix products.

We have looked atthe range that Haix offer and have carefully

selected 'shoes' that reflect the work police officers carry out and

what you might want to wear off duty or whilst engaged in plain

clothes work. Why Haix? I have seen first hand the manufacturing

process, the materials used and the quality ofworkmanship.

All Haix products are supremely comfortable from day 1 . The

products we have selected are Gore-Tex and therefore suitable

for all aspects of police work as well as leisure activities. Haix also

design their footwear to improve the wearers posture which in

return lessons the risk of back and feet problems.

The products we have selected are not cheap, but as they

say, 'you get what you pay for'. However we recognize that

spending over £100 on trainers or boots is a considered

purchase. With this in mind we have set up an 'easy pay'

facility for PFOA members and their families. Orders can be

made through the PFOA Office where you can take advantage

of paying for your boots, shoes or trainers over three months

by credit or debit card payment. Your purchase will be sent

out by courier to your home address immediately after the

first payment is received. We will then arrange with you a

convenient date for the two further payments to be made, this

could coincide with your pay day.

ABOUT HAIX
Innovations, High-Tech Production, and

Shoemaker Know-How
What do the legendary New York Firefighters,

the fire fighters in Mexico City, Hamburg,

Moscow, and Cape Town as well as the German

GSG 9 Counter-Terrorist Unit, military units

in Europe, the United Arab Emirates, and

Afghanistan have in common with aid workers

in worldwide emergency response operations

after earthquakes or tsunamis? They all wear

shoes produced by HAIX.

When HAIX CEO Ewald Haimerl took over

his parents' shoe making business in 1992,

he had a vision. The shoe specialist from the

Bavarian town of Mainburg wanted to see the

HAIX brand compete in the global market.

Less than twenty years later, this vision has

come to life. HAIX is considered atop brand

of functional shoes for fire fighters, police,

and task forces worldwide. With numerous

patents and new product developments, the

global player from Bavaria is ready to set new

standards with regards to functionality and

innovation.

OUR PRODUCTS
Whenever HAIX develops a new shoe,

the highest priority is to ensure complete

suitability for the intended area of deployment.

Conformity and stress tests in state-of-the-

art laboratories are carried out as a matter

of course. Theory is one thing. Practice,

however, is quite another. HAIX developers

speak of "proximity to the end user". No

specialist footwear is launched until mastery of

the conditions of everyday use has been fully

demonstrated.



WE CAN SUPPLY ANY BOOT FROM THE CURRENT HAIX CATALOGUE,

PHONE THE OFFICE ON 01 354 697890 FOR A GREAT DEAL!
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GREAT DEAL!
• All available with easypay option over three months

• All prices are including VAT
• FREE UK mainland delivery

• Available in UK sizes 3 to 15 including half sizes

HOW TO ORDER
Call the PFOA office on 01 354 697890 between 9am - 5pm Monday to Friday

or email your requirements to info@pfoa.co.uk and we will call you back.

• Credit card needs to be valid for at least three months

• We may ask for identification or confirmation via work PNN email
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Che Donald
POLICE FEDERATION OF ENGLAND AND WALES

Che Donald is the Federation lead on, amongst other things,

Firearms and Taser. He represents the views of thousands of

front line officers. He has become a good friend of the PFOA.

He is sometimes, as he openly admits, outspoken and will

challenge not only those investigating officers but the NPCC
around any policy issues affecting officers.

: DONALD,



Federation

When did you join, what force, when did you become a

Fed Rep and why?
I emigrated to the UK from South Africa in 2000, joining Sussex

Police in 2002 so still relatively young in service, I got promoted

to Sergeant in 2005 and have remained at that rank since. I

became a Fed Rep in 2004 following me getting investigated

for a use of force arrest where the detainee received GBH
injuries by me. I wasn't particularly happy with the quality of

my representative and thought I could do a better job, so did!

Since then I have been a constable's rep, sergeant's rep and, in

2014, was elected to the PFEW National Board where I am the

Chairman ofthe Sergeants Central Committee, Chairman ofthe

Equality and Diversity Sub Committee and National Firearms,

Taser and Police Officer Mental Health Lead.

You are the Armed Policing lead for Fed - how do you

feel about the role?

It is one that I am passionately committed to and very out

spoken on it too, just like my othertwo roles. This is evident

when I represent the views of officers in my national meetings -

just ask Simon Chesterman or Neil Basu - 1 am sure sometimes

they wish they didn't ask for my opinion! Seriously though, I

wanted these roles and positioned myself accordingly, so when

I got them I was very pleased. I see it as a privilege to represent

officers on a national level and always do my very best to

ensure their views are put across and taken notice of. In fact I

encourage officers to email or tweet me directly if you want me
to answer or raise specific concerns.

What are your views on Taser and its roll out?

This is really a no-brainer for me. My view is similar to the PFEW
national view which is, if an officer wants Taser, let them train

and have access to it. It is a superb bit of kit and where my view

differs slightly is that I believe it should be standard issue for all

frontline officers unless they specifically don't want to carry it.

The Fed comes in for stick now and again. Why is it

important that cops, particularly armed officers, stay

members?

I believe the Fed should get stick and should get it all the time;

it is the statutory body responsible for the representation of its

members. As such, if a member is not happy with something

they need to raise it as an issue; that is vital. I think where

problems arise is where the National Federation don't listen

or don't act and in doing so can disenfranchise its members.

What I can say is that the quality oftraining delivered to our

representatives is excellent. The PFOA delivers PIPtraining to

representatives so they can look after officers involved in a DSI,

very relevant to armed officers. You also have to remember

ifyou are not a subscribing member of PFEW, you do not

qualify for representation by a suitable qualified representative

or have access to legal representation. Having represented

officers in these situations myself, I can confirm that shooting

investigations easily reach the £1 million mark in legal fees -

there is nothing out there currently provides that level of cover.

How do you feel about the proposed IPCC changes

post incident?

Well this is where I have to temper my response to your

readership or children. In short, I can definitely see the need

for an independent investigation, however the current changes

impact on the status of principle officers being professional

witnesses. The recommendations of providing a Detailed

Initial First Account at Stage 3 of the PIP can place the officers

at significant risks and goes against Firearms APP and well

established academic studies that a detailed account should

only come after a period of rest and Stage 4. We don't expect

the public to provide a full detailed statement immediately after

witnessing a traumatic incident such as a Fatal RTC, so why

is this being expected from police officers? Also the changes

propose separation should be the norm - this is unnecessary

and the Court of Appeal has recently ruled that there are

sufficient protections in place within the PIP process and

Firearms APP without needing to introduce this, without of

course even going into the practicalities of trying to implement

it. My fear is that if the IPCC changes go ahead as is. it will affect

recruitment and retention of AFOs. I also see that the legal

advice given toAFOs following a DSI will be: "Say nothing until

Stage 4" - which helps no-one.

You are a keen supporter of the PFOA, how do you see

our role in the future?

I believe you have to continue to have a voice within armed

policing and I sincerely hope you grow from strength to

strength. I am a little jealous ofthe camaraderie that exists within

the PFOA and in particular the welfare and charitable help you

provide to your members; it is outstanding.

You are known for being a smoker! When are you going

to stop?

I know, I know...recently someone, who didn't smoke, told me
if I saved all the money I have spent on cigarettes I could have

bought a Ferrari. It was at this point I asked them what they

drove ...

Che Donald

Chairman Sergeants' Central Committee

Interim National Board

Police Federation of England and Wales
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PFOA Training

Steve Howson updates

us on PFOA Training

Limited with a focus on

Post Incident Procedures

for Police Staff in

partnership with Dorset

Police Unison.

WRITTEN BY STEVE HOWSON,
PFOA TRAINING LIMITED DIRECTOR

POST INCIDENT MANAGEMENT TRAINING
PFOA Training Ltd has gone from strength to strength over the last year or two. We
have cemented our relationship with the College of Policing and run more PIM courses

nationally than we first anticipated. Our flexibility to ‘lift and shift' our courses to other

regions has been well received and we now have a firm base of‘customers’ who come to us

for their PIM training. In the last year we have delivered 8 full PIM courses from our base

at Huntingdon in Cambridgeshire or externally. The PIM re-accreditation courses have

been a bit slow on the take up but forces are now realising the importance ofensuring that

their Post Incident Managers are refreshed annually and independently re-accredited every

three to five years (as laid down in the APP, Post Deployment below).

• ‘PIMs must undertake annual refresher training. This process must include any relevant

National Armed Policing updates and refresher packages together with local training

which supports force and regional issues identified in the forces strategic threat and risk

• ‘Forces should maintain records of officers’ refresher training in order to show their

• ‘PIMs must be formally re-accredited at least every five years, but consideration should

be given to re-accreditation between 3 — 5 years depending on operational exposure’.

So ifyou need PIM training— we have the courses just for you!

Course Location 1 Contact

Initial PIM Course Local Hotel at Huntingdon, Yvonne Brookes

Duration: 5 days Cambridgeshire Yvonne.Brookes@colleee.

Advertised on POLKA (or lift and shift to your Region Dnn.oolice.uk

01256602777

Or Steve Howson (details

below)

PIM Re-accreditation

Duration: 3 days

Advertised on POLKA

Local Hotel Huntingdon,

Cambridgeshire

(or lift and shift toyour Region

Yvonne Brookes (as above)

CPD training Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire Steve Howson (Training

(6 hour contact) annual (or lift and shift toyour Region Director)

refresher o. Force) steveh@ofoa.co.uk

07557280453

FEDERATION PIP TRAINING
Our work with the Police Federation of England and Wales around Post Incident

Procedure Training has progressed very well. We have delivered 6 Federation PIP Courses

at either Leatherhead or further afield during 2016. A further four courses and two re-

accreditation courses are set for 2017. The Federation have been quick to recognise and

to publicly state at a recent Conference that Federation Representatives need to have

successfully completed the PFOA Training Ltd four-day course. Also, to maintain their

knowledge and updates for that role representing and supporting Federation membership,

they must undertake the required annual refreshers and re-accreditation (every 3 —

5 years). Ifthey do not do this training they leave themselves and that Federation

membership vulnerable during any PIM investigation.
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This brings them in line with requirements for Post Incident Managers. This has

resulted in PIMs and Federation Reps understanding each others role and ‘singing off

the same hymn sheet’ when supporting Key Police Witnesses post incident. This was

highlighted to me whilst delivering two respective PIM CPD days in North Yorkshire

and Humberside where both PIMs and Fed Reps were present and sharing experiences

and knowledge. I have to admit I was very proud ofthat response as I am not so sure that

would have happened so readily three or four years ago.

FEDERATION PIP TRAINING

Course Location 1 Contact 1

Federation PIP Course Leatherhead (or lift and shift Jo Denton (Learning and

Duration: 4 days

2017: 16-19 Jan, 10-13 April.

31 July -3rd Aug and 11-14 Dec

to your Force or Region) Development Co-ordinator)

Jo.dentonODolfed.ore

01372352028

Federation PIP Leatherhead (or lift and shift Jo Denton (Learning and

re-accreditation

Duration: 2 days

2017: 18-20 Oct and 15-17 Nov

to your Force or Region) Development Co-ordinator)

Jo.dentonODolfed.ore

01372352028

CPD Refresher Leatherhead (or lift and shift Steve Howson (Training

(5 hour contact) to your Force or Region) Director)

stevehODfoa.co.uk

07557280453

I must praise yet again the initiative ofWest Yorkshire Federation in hosting regular one

day seminars around Post Incident Management to educate and inform its membership

on the need for PIPs outside the Police use of firearms. This has been replicated by

Northumbria Police Federation in April and October of this year, attracting an audience

of 200 in October. Well done Northumbria Federation this is a positive way to inform

your force and membership ofthe need for a robust Post Incident Procedure. PFOA
Training Ltd is always happy and willing to support and provide speakers for such events.

If required, please contact Steve Howson to discuss feasibility.

UNISON PIP TRAINING

PFOA Training Ltd has been working hard in the background with Unison in recent years

and I have invited Debi Potter, MBE from Dorset Unison to give you an update on that

progress. Debi writes as below.

‘October 2004 saw a death in police custody (in Dorset) ofa detainee from

hypothermia. No Post Incident Procedure was called and for the police and detention

officers involved that was the start ofthe downward spiral. At the time I, as a trade union

branch secretary for UNISON, had never heard ofPost Incident Procedures and it would

staff as well as police officers.

It took until 2012 for me to manage to get on a Post Incident Management Course

in Kent, to observe, and by then the bit was well and truly between my teeth. Luckily I

managed to get on a course run by the Federation in partnership with PFOA Training

Ltd the following year that was more bespoke and for reps rather than managers.

Unfortunately the way that officers and staffhad each been dealt with after that incident

CONFERENCE FACILITYAT THE MARRIOTT

HOTEL, GOSFORTH PARK, NEWCASTLE ON
THE 20TH OCTOBER, STAGED AND FUNDED BY

NORTHUMBRIA POUCE FEDERATION.
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was not the same. In some instances this was due to the difference between Police

Regulations and Employment Law so it made sense for PFOA Training Ltd to come up

with a bespoke course for police staff reps.

This course has developed since its incepdon in 2014 with Steve Howson working hard

to ensure that the way that we need to leam and the differences we need to know about

are covered. It is suitable for all staff trade union / staffassociation reps and we have had

other Unions and the National Crime Officers Association attendees register for courses.

Provision for police staff is still sadly lacking with some forces failing to recognise

that a death following police contact is just as likely to involve non-warranted staff as

they are officers. We must continue to work to ensure that staff are protected in these

circumstances and that reps are trained and accredited for that role. It is hoped that

ongoing work with UNISON nationally will come to fruition next year and that more

reps can be trained in Post Incident Procedures.'

Debi is a staunch ally of tht: PIM process; and how it may support police staffpost

incident and I appreciate her efforts to corn-ince senior members within Unison to

progress this. For that outstanrling work she was quite righdy awarded the MBE this year.

UNISON COURSES

Course Location Contact 1

Unison Rep PIP Course Currently run in Bournemouth Debi Potter, MBE
Duration: 4 days Debi.Potter@Dorset.Dnn.

6-9 March 201

7

police.uk

(More to be arranged) 07941 078431

CONCLUSION
Taking everything into consideration,

the message from PFOA Training Ltd is

a good one. We are working hard with

the College of Policing, Police Forces

and collaborations, the Police Federation

ofEngland and Wiles and Unison and

other StaffAssociations to deliver quality

PIP training for the benefit ofthe Police

Service, officers and staff. I ask once

again that as PFOA members you are

not reticent in promoting the need for

training within your own forces and

organisations. The training does what

it says on the package: “Supports both

the independent investigation and the

welfare of officers and staff.”

Ifyou need support or advice on any

type of PIM training (initial or refresher/

re-accreditation) contact us using the

details above or at PFOA HQ T 01354

697890, E info@pfoa.co.uk or go onto

the College POLKA site to view when

the courses are set.

PFOA Training Ltd is ‘limited

by guarantee’ and continues to put

profits hack into the charity to support

officers and their families as we have

always done

Email or call us today to get your

copy of TOP COVER magazine

delivered to your door for just £2.50

per issue including postage (UK only)

Email info@pfoa.co.uk or

Call Debbie on 01 354 697890
Online www.pfoa.co.uk
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NEWS IN BRIEF
MUSEUM OF ARMED POLICING

The Museum of Armed Policing is

back on track! We have just appointed

Jandira Guasque as the project manager.

Jandira has a wealth of experience in

design and architecture, and has been

involved on several other museum

projects. We are now looking at

gettingthe museum up and running by

September 2017.

PFOA SHOP!

We now have an online shop! www.

pfoashop.co.uk where you can buy ties,

cufflinks, Ha'ix boots, tee shirts, polo

shirts and much more. Many thanks to

Gary Cable for his hard work getting

the shop up and running and Richard

Hughes from GingerWeb Ltd Tel: 0843

289 7127 Mob: 07748 152274 for

creating the shop at a very competitive

price, we would highly recommend him!

PFOA BALL

The 2016 PFOA Ball was another

resounding success with over 230

guests! This year we were at the MK
Dons Stadium, Milton Keynes. The

venue was superb as it also houses

the Hilton Doubletree hotel where

most of the guests stayed. This year's

event raised over £6000 from the

prize draw and auction. Brandon

Nicholson and Dan Soloman provided

the disco, lighting and screens for

the two DVDs that were shown. One

was dedicated to firearms officers in

the UK and our friends in Paris. The

second DVD remembered those that

had passed away over the last year,

and detailed whatwe have achieved in

the past 12 months and indeed since

we began. Guests on the evening

included Chief Constable Jon Boutcher

QPM, Bedfordshire Police, Deputy

Chief Constable Simon Chesterman

QPM, Armed Policing lead and Mr
Tony Greenwood, MBE, a former

Leicestershire Superintendent and

founder member ofthe PFOA! Adam
Baxter performed some brilliant 'Rat

Pack' music after dinner, which was

followed by an amazing disco! The

evening also saw the first of what will

become an annual award for services

to UK Armed Policing. This year’s

recipient was PC Steve Hartshorn from

the Met Police.

VACANCIES
The announcement that there is to be

an uplift ofsome 1 ,500 firearms officers

nationally has resulted in many forces

advertisingARV and CTSFO posts.

Many of these can be found on the

PFOA website www.pfoa.co.uk

PFOA WEBSITE
Our website is busier than ever! Here

are the latest stats:

• Average 10,000 to 12,000 visits

(hits) per month

• Around 250 to 450 visits per day

• 1000 to 1500 hits per day when

armed policing is in news (National/

International)

• 19,000 to 20,000 pages viewed

each month

• Over last six months new visitors

are up 86%

Most visited pages:

• Whywe have armed police

• Homepage
• Post shooting procedures

Top Keywords (search)

1. PFOA

2. Anxiety and Police Officer

3. Armed Police

84% of visits are via a search engine.
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Join the PFOA^
Why wouldn’t you?

WITH OVER 6,500 MEMBERS UK wide the PFOA is a registered

charity ready and willing to support you and your family. We
may assist with any matter that may affect your work, or that has

caused you or your family distress or worry. The cost? £4 per

month or£1 a week! You can join online at www.pfoa.co.uk or

call us on 01354 697890. Some forces have deduction from pay

already set up. Please speak to your PFOA force co-ordinator for

further details.

WHATWE DO
The PFOA has been created to support all those involved in

firearms operations, and their families. It is managed by serving

and retired police officers with many years experience in this

field. It offers a unique package ofsupport for officers and

their families, which is supported by NPCC Armed Policing,

the Police Federation of England & Wales, College of Policing,

NCOA, CNC Federation and the BTP Federation.

The PFOA is an essential member service for all those involved

in firearms operations and their families. What are you waiting

for? Join us now!

Email info@pfoa.co.uk or

Call Debbie or Cheryl on 01 354 697890

Online www.pfoa.co.uk

DEBBIE CHERYL

Created by firearms officers in 2009, the Association became

a registered Charity in England and Wales in 2010. It provides

discreet welfare support to members and their families. There

are times when an officer or his/her family do not wish to avail

themselves of support offered by the force, or the force has no

provision to provide this support. The PFOA gives officers and

their families a choice.

One ofthe main objectives of the PFOA has been to support

the often forgotten-about families. Much of the workwe do

has nothing to do with shootings. We have supported families

where there is a serious illness, stress and anxiety basically

anything that affects the work ofthe officer. Of course we
can only do a certain amount for £4 per month! So we do

not provide discipline representation, legal support or

debt consolidation.

SOME OF THE SERVICES WE PROVIDE ... FOR YOU AND
YOUR FAMILY
• Private Counselling, EMDR, Hypnotherapy and

CBT Therapy

• Access to 20 PFOA NLP Coaches

• A fully staffed 24/7 phone support line

• A regular magazine TOP COVER and PDF magazine TOP
COVER Express

• Respite break for families

• Financial assistance with respect to illness or serious injury

• Access to principal officers and their families for

peer support

• Occupational Physiotherapy (for injuries on duty sustained

after 1 st August 201 6)

Membership for anyone involved in operational firearms

including AFOs, PIMs, SFC/TFC/OFC, Issuing Officers, Dog

Handlers, Negotiators, Retired Officers, Taser Officers.

Note: All requests for support will be considered by our trustees. Each request will

we will take a viewon any request for assistance, we will not fund private health can

services are unacceptably delayed. All requests for counselling or PFOA NLP Coach

The PFOA has a CEO, Mark Williams, and three Trustees. We
also have an Executive Committee.

TRUSTEES AND EXECUTIVE
Jim Roger ...............

Steve Hartshorn

Police Scotland

MPS
Cary Cable

Michelle Booth Gwent

Tim Ferris CNC
Paul Leggett Humberside

Dave Keen Notts

WELFARE SUPPORT LINE

Not for everyday police related enquiries

T 01354 669749

e decided on itsown merits. The PFOA is not a replacement fo

such as MRI scans etc. unless there is clear evidence of hardsh

ig will be dealt with within 48 hours or sooner. This includes all

ip or where OH andNHS
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PFOA NEWS

POST INCIDENT
CONFERENCE

The PFOA recently assisted The Police

Federation of England & Wales (PFEW)

to deliver a Post Incident conference

at the Jury's Inn Hotel, Hinckley Island,

Leicestershire.

Some 170 delegates from all over the UK attended the conference.

They included Fed Reps, lawyers, PIMs and Firearms Officers. Hosted

by Che Donald from the PFEW and the compare Andy Latto, PFOA

advisor. The event was well received by all who attended.

Guest speakers included:

• DCC Simon Chesterman Armed Policing Lead

• Kevin Nicholson College of Policing

• Dave Blocksidge Met/PFOA Training

• Che Donald PFEW

• Mark Aldred QEB Hollis Whiteman

• Tim Godwin IPCC

• Scott Ingram Slater Cordon Lawyers

• Professor Lorraine Hope Portsmouth University

V -

There was much to debate including the proposed changes by the

IPCC on how officers are treated post incident. This includes not

only police shootings but also any death or serious injury incident

(DSI) that police are involved in. It was encouraging to see so many

present express their concerns at proposed changes, not least Simon

Chesterman and Che Donald who both lead on firearms in their

respective roles. Che Donald also announced that Police Federation

Representatives would have to complete a Post Incident Procedures

course before they could represent officers involved in DSI incidents.

This is important, as officers deserve the very best support when they

are involved in post incident investigations.

The event was a success, mainly due to the positive nature in which all

those that attended approached this important subject. It is hoped that

the PFEW continue to hold these conferences each year to assist with

learning and development for all those involved

AAAI
AAAI
AAAh



Having atraumatic experience can mean different

things to different people. In general however, if the

experience involves horrifying situations involving

death, serious injury or sexual abuse some individuals

may find themselves unable to recover in the way the

body and brain is programmed to do.

n addition to first hand personal

responses can be brought about by

witnessing it happening to others

or the after effect of it and also

sometimes just hearing about the

others’ experiences, especially ifthey

are close.

Examples of traumatic experiences

will include being under fire in an armed

conflict, sexual assault or other extreme

physical attack, a car or motorbike crash,

witnessing sudden death, exposure to

a major disaster, fearing tor your own

life and physical safety and ofcourse

childhood sexual abuse. In studies it has

been found that up to 69% ofpeople

their lives and over 5% of the population

are suffering from PTSD at any given

moment. 12% ofpeople suffer from

PTSD at some stage in their lives. The

good news is that most people recover.

Secondary trauma has only recently

been included in the official clinical

definition ofPTSD although the former

has been known about in clinical settings

for a long time. Many people who work

or legal teams have often been exposed

to the aftermath of original traumatic

experiences such as body recovery,

looking at computer images ofabuse,

reading detailed shocking reports and
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Traumatic
Experiences
and EMDR
(Eye Movement Desensitisation

so on. The symptoms experienced after

situations can lead to anxiety, negative

thinking and low mood, and may even

a person's own past, causing flashbacks,

hyperarousal or avoidance behaviours in

traumatic experience.

When individuals begin to realise

that they are struggling there is no

these experiences so that the body and

brain can function again properly. The

feelings and the struggle is simply a

normal reaction to an abnormal event or

recover from easily especially if they are

of time, or have some connection with

unresolved childhood experiences. Some

symptoms can remain long after the

event (more than a month) and in a few

cases full-blown post traumatic stress

symptoms (PTSD) may occur. These

symptoms include increased vigilance

or alertness to other potential dangers,

anxiety and panic attacks, sometimes

a tendency to avoid potentially similar

intrusive flashbacks to the event in the

form ofimages, thoughts and dreams.

Negative self-talk and beliefs, a sense

ofdetachment from reality, constan

Although other approaches may

well be helpful, there are two main

therapeutic approaches which have

been found to be particulady helpfr

for people suffering from the effects

traumatic stress. Thlse are called

P

“trauma-focussed cognitive behavio

therapy” (TF-CBT) and “eye move

desensidsation and reprocessing"

(EMDR).

EMDR is a most powerful and

almost, on occasions, a seemingly



ill-effect ofthe types of events, mentioned

above, from a persons system. A cutting

edge therapy, it has grown slowly but

surely since 1990 when it was devised by

the American psychologist called Dr.

Francine Shapiro. She found it to be as

helpful for either a single incident trauma

such as a terrible car crash or multiple

incident traumas such as those .suffered by

service personnel with combat stress

returning from war zones.

As time went on Dr Shapiro found

that EMDR could be used to reprocess

and reframe people’s other painful

life experiences too. Although its

effectiveness in other areas has not been

so well researched there is, however,

plenty of empirical and clinical evidence

to demonstrate its power to heal and

change the lives of people who are

struggling emotionally and mentally.

These other issues include more general

anxiety, phobias, depression, abuse,

relationship problems, anger issues,

addictions and so on.

The ultimate goal ofthe EMDR
process is to be able to recall difficult

memories ofevents without experiencing

the physical and emotional disturbance

any more and gaining improved self-

esteem and a greater sense of self-efficacy.

In practice, there is an 8-stage,

3-pronged overall protocol that a

therapist will follow but this may not be

obvious to the client. The protocol first

ensures that the client feels safe and stable

enough to re-process their distressing

and traumatic memories and this sense

ofsafety needs to be underpinned by a

good working relationship between the

therapist and the client. It can take place

over just 6x1.5 hour sessions ifworking

on a single issue (although this may vary

according to individual needs) but, if

very deep-rooted, the processing will take

place over months or years. If several

different issues are discovered as being

problematic, whether troubling feelings

or specific memories, then the protocol

may be used several times over to cover

each issue or unpleasant memory or

cluster ofmemories.

Very briefly, these stages involve the

following:

• A thorough background history taking

• Inner resource building also known

as the preparation and stabilisation

phase, to help strengthen the client so

as to deal with the core of the work

• Target assessment — this means

determining the images, unhelpful

negative beliefs
,
positive beliefs

desired, emotions and body sensations

experienced when thinking of the

traumatic event

• Desensitisation or processing of the
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issue stored in the persons memory, as outlined above, using

bi-lateral stimulation ofthe brain (which 1 explain more in the

paragraph below). If at this stage, a client finds the processing

too difficult sometimes the therapist will interweave suitable

questions or techniques to help unblock the processing

• Positive belief installation which involves checking that

the client can genuinely think better of themselves, when

imagining they are back in the memory, without any

remaining inner disturbance

* Body scan to check for residual storage of the difficult event in

the body with a view to processing it further and eradicating

* Closure at the end ofeach session to ensure a client can safely

leave the room
• Re-evaluation is carried out in the next session by testing

the effectiveness of the work done in previous sessions

and determining what images and memories need to be

desensitised next.

The Eye Movement element of the therapy name is

unfortunately misleading. Although it started out in this way

it was discovered that any form of bi-lateral stimulation ofthe

brain such as alternating pulsations in the palm ofthe hand

or alternating sounds in the ears for example were, in certain

circumstances, just as effective as eye movements in healing the

disturbing memory. Sometimes the therapist will use special

equipment to stimulate an improved left-right brain connection

and sometimes will use hand movements in front ofthe clients

eyes or tap their knees alternately. This process is coupled with

the client recalling certain elements ofthe trauma which has been

discussed in rhe target assessment phase (see above).

EMDR is not suitable for everyone ofcourse. Sometimes it

is more helpful to integrate it into general psychotherapy ifa

disturbing or traumatic memory has been activated and needs

clearing from long ago. But often EMDR stands alone as a

complete therapy in its own right. Note that, even if it is used

and contained within a broader, open-ended psychotherapeutic

process, ideally the 8-stage process should be completed.

As a great deal of research has been done to demonstrate

its clinical efficacy for post traumatic stress and trauma, it is

recommended byWHO (World Health Organisation) and is

a treatment ofchoice quoted in the NHS NICE guidelines in

addition to Trauma Focussed CBT.

Appropriate EMDR practitioners are fully qualified mental

health professionals who have undertaken further training in

EMDR. The standard of training in this therapy is upheld in the

UK by the professional body called EMDR Association UK&
Ireland which is part ofEMDR Europe

NEW Tactical
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MANAGING
INDIVIDUALS AT
RISK OF PROVOKED
SHOOTING
WRITTEN BY INSP. NICK SPARKES,

DCI MARK CHAMBERS & INSP. WAYNE GOODWIN.

KENT POLICE

i

Provoked shooting as a subject is in

its academic infancy; the majority of

literature originates from the United

States and occurrences are fortunately

rare in the United Kingdom.

Firearms officers and commanders are well versed through

curriculum and Approved Professional Practice Armed Policing

(APP AP) to identify if a person desires or poses a risk of

provoked police shooting during deployments, and are well

trained to apply mitigating contingencies.

The consequence of this method of suicide on officers and

families resonates more because there may not be a definitive

explanation or conclusion, and is more difficult to process

logically with mixed emotions. Proving a shooting is "provoked"

is not easy despite the APP definition. Often it is subjective, and

based on a combination of considerations or influencing factors

described later on.

Two conclusions have been drawn from literature and

operational experience which have led to Kent Police

developing a bespoke operation to implement safety plans

around identified persons at risk, under the banner of

Operation SOTER. The aim is to intervene before it results in

an armed deployment.

The first conclusion is that from previous provoked shootings,

near deployments, or individuals at risk of provoked shooting,

there are common warning signs or influences; not least a

statement of intent. Other indicators include previous failed

suicide attempts, identification of emotional and mental

influences, such as substance misuse, mental health, rejection,

isolation, even gender and age. Our potential "at risk" group

is more likely to comprise of known service uses ofthe Police

or other agencies because ofthese warnings. It is not a precise

science, but by combining academic findings with intelligence

records and a small measure of intuition, those that are at

greater risk are easier to identify. As with other similar risk

service users, reoccurring and more frequent contact escalates

to a period of raised threat; parallels can therefore be drawn

with the Pareto 80/20 principle that a minority make a majority

of demands on services.
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The second conclusion, identified through an operational

debrief, is that there are often missed opportunities to make

early diversionary or "nudge" interventions, share intelligence

with partners and "join the dots up" ofthe wider context, rather

than dealing with various incidents in isolation. This is reinforced

by the previous conclusion - ifwe can identify traits or warnings

in those more at risk, and contact is often a risingtide in

seriousness and frequency, then early intervention can militate

against an undesirable outcome.

The identified at risk gap echoes the findings of the IPCC report

on the tragic case of Fiona Pilkington, and Mazars Independent

review on the NHS. Relevant principles for managing

vulnerable people from these reports recommend that

information sharing should occur with partners, but if a pattern

is not identified it can lead to action in isolation. The Police

have responsibilities under statute and common law, the Code

of Ethics, APP AP, and the Public Health England guidance on

Suicide Prevention to save life, reduce the impact on families

and officers, reduce demand on services within and beyond the

Police, and protect and champion our organisational reputation.

It is highly likely Police and Health Services would be called

to account for missed opportunities to intervene where the

outcome was a provoked shooting.

Operation SOTER formalised the management of individuals

following an incident, referral or intelligence where provoked

shooting was threatened or identified as a concern, and the

taking of mitigating action under the risk management banners

of remove, avoid, reduce or accept. The benefit has been

to assist with spontaneous and planned deployments, and

across the Operational, Tactical and Strategic command levels

service demand has reduced by focusing support. The project

leads consist ofa Tactical Firearms Commander, Negotiator

Coordinator and the Police Mental Health Coordinator,

supported by analytical and intelligence services. Through

the Police Mental Health coordinator, links exist to the NHS,

support services and volunteer charities. The success has been

in a multiagency approach; included is a memorandum of

understanding allowing intelligence to be shared freely between

the NHS and Police.

A typical referral may result in a firearms response plan,

operational briefings, pre-prepared negotiation strategy,

multiagency intelligence product, emergency and planned

NHS interventions, multiagency meetings, prison liaison work,

briefing products to Firearms Command, planned enforcement

such as warrants, prosecution, and local policing and support

charity interventions. All subjects are reviewed periodically, or

when a change in intelligence occurs, and reporting occurs via

a strategic governance panel. To date, 24 referrals have been

made to Operation SOTER over two years, currently with seven

live subjects.

While it is accepted not every case can be prevented or even

predicted, the Operation to date has demonstrated that Kent

Police has tried to do the right thing and make a difference by

helping this group of vulnerable individuals. Of the referrals

made, a significant number now receive appropriate care and

support. This significantly reduces the demand on Police and

NHS services, and reduces the risk to those individuals and to

others. Information has been shared across boundaries and

agencies, even with the military, targeting potential high risk

individuals. Partnership working has led the Operation SOTER

team to contribute at a suicide prevention conference this year

and to encourage other agencies to report intelligence. Overall

it is hoped this work is seen as best practice, and prevents

further loss of life by provoked shooting
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Saturday 10th June 2017 - 6pm to 1am

Hilton Doubletree Hotel at NIK Dons Stadium Milton Keynes MK1 1ST

.00 per person includes:

One Glass sparkling wine reception

Three course meal and coffee

One bottle of wine per person

One bottle of beer per person

Live singer & disco

Raffle & Auction

£90 Flat rate, Bed & breakfast for a standard Hilton double or twin room. All room bookings

are non-refundable, non-cancellable & full payment will be taken at the time of the booking.

To book please contact the hotel quoting our group code GPOF06. In-house reservations is

available Monday to Friday 8.00am-6.00pm on 0845 4545 045 option 1. Alternatively to book

online please go to the hotel website at www.doubletreebyhiltonmiltonkeynes.co.uk and

input the group code GP0F06.

You need to book your accommodation yourself.

Any questions and to purchase tickets call Debbie or Cheryl on 01354 697890 (PFOA Office)
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POLICE SERVICE OF NORTHERN IRELAND

Armed Response
Seminar
24TH NOVEMBER 201

6

he PSNI has recently held an excellent Armed

Response Seminar in Belfast. The one day event

was organized by PFOA members Sergeant Andy

Lennon and Inspector Neil Luney. It was great to

see various companies exhibiting including Niton

We heard from Professor Alastair Black about stress in the

workplace and how it can affect the performance ofARV officers.

He placed much emphasis on peer support and the need for

speaking and supporting each other. To demonstrate stress and

how it can creep up on anyone he used his ‘coke bottle’ example.

Everyone has a certain amount of stress which is not a bad thing,

however ifyou imagine a coke bottle slowly filling with various

incidents or events causing anxiety or distress, it can take just

one more to shake the bottle and cause all ofthe stress to surface

and bubble over into a major problem for the person. It is vitally

important we look out for each other and offer support to any of

our colleagues that may be having problems. Alastair also spoke

about EMD persons, and how this makes the work ofan ARV
officer all the more difficult.

A presentation on First Aid and ‘care under fire' was given

by Ali Walker. The PSNI have adopted a basic form of First Aid

that has proven to be effective in saving lives. This includes using

position and placing bandages or whatever is available over open

wounds. This may sound very basic but when you train to do this

and it becomes the norm it’s very effective, particularly when you

have multiple casualties.

Tony Long made a guest appearance and spoke about his

incident that led to him being charged and standing trial for

murder. This is always a sobering thought and one that firearms

officers and commanders should never lose sight of- split second

The day continued with a presentation on Taser and the effects

on a subject doused in petrol. Whilst we are all probably aware

that Taser can ignite a subject, what shocked all present was the

effect of the subject igniting and how that can engulfthe Taser

officer as well!

We had a very informative presentation on IEDs and how to

manage the scene. Captain Dave Jarman, Alpha Troop 42 1 EOD
and his colleagues delivered this. It was particularly interesting

learning about their capacity to work direcdy with the Police.

The day ended with an excellent MTFA exercise conducted

by PSNI ARV officers. The exercise was co-ordinated by Michael

Fitzpatrick.

An excellent event that was supported by over 120 delegates

from all over the UK. Neil Luney said, "I hope that this seminar

will form closer ties to our AFO/ARV colleagues in theAn Garda

Siochana and the UK with opportunities for mutual training."



FEATURE

MY SEARCH
FORA LIFE
SAVING
SOLUTION
WRITTEN BY MATT CLARK.

ESSEX POLICE (RETIRED).

PARAMEDIC. EAST OF ENGLAND AMBULANCE SERVICE TRUST

I started my working

Hife training to be a

psychiatric nurse as at the

time, I had failed to reach

the required age to fulfil

my dream of becoming a

police officer.

s a child I was always torn between life as a cop and life as an

ambulance driver as they were known "back before the war."

That said, as I entered my teenage years I realised it was policing

that captivated me. I did though spend enough time in nursing

to come to the conclusion that life in general was far more

complicated than I had appreciated. After some serious growing

up, I joined Essex Police in the autumn of 1984, almost a month to

the day after the tragic death of Acting Sgt Brian (Bill) Bishop.

In my early career I had no real ambition to specialise and spent my first five years

working at a sub division. It was only after three specific incidents, where at two of them

I found myself threatened with firearms and a third where I was stabbed, that I made the

decision to move ihto the field of firearms.



It was in the early 1 990s when I found

myself as a fresh faced new recruit on

the Tactical Firearms Croup, which

formed part ofthe Force Support Unit,

in those days, much like today, there

was a lot to learn. I was pretty awestruck

by the calibre of the individuals I was

working alongside, strong personalities

with an invincible aura surrounding

them, hard men and women. As time

progressed however, cracks started

to appear. These characters were

troubled. In day to day life no-one

would know but when we socialised

the darkness came to the fore. They

carried with them a burden which

whilst not visible on the surface was

there nonetheless. Bill's death and the

deaths of Andy Morrison and Steve

Taylor, two divers from the support

unit, had a profound effect on those

involved. Now it wasn't for me to pry

and I do hope if any ofthem read this

I am not opening up old wounds but I

formed the opinion, rightly or wrongly,

that they questioned whether or not

more could have been done to try to

save the lives of their friends. When
the officers died the response from the

ambulance service was significantly

delayed due to factors relating to the

nature ofthe deployments. Having

spoken to an officer shot and wounded

when Bill died, he recounted to me the

fact that he only had the handkerchief

in his pocket to stem the bleeding.

From a firearms team perspective, first

aid didn't seem to be a consideration.

I discreetly looked at the equipment

available and this pretty much consisted

of vehicle manufacturer supplied first

aid kits with the instructions in German

and a ventilation device tucked away in

a dark corner ofthe equipment vehicle

POLICE
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which none of us were trained to use.

As I said, I was the new boy and at first I

decided it was probably best to keep my
head down, but eventually I plucked up

the courage to raise the issue with my
Inspector. He was interested but it was

obvious to me that this was in the, "too

difficult to deal with category." Over a

period of time I pressed him on the issue

and at a point when he could take no

more he presented me to my Chief Supt

and I was instructed to explain myself.

Being very careful not to betray the

trust ofthose who had confided in me
I relayed what I felt were areas that

needed change. To be fair to him he

listened intently and took my case in

the first instance to the ambulance

service. They made it clear that at

that time they had no capacity to

deal with incidents taking place in an

unsafe environment. Getting nowhere

he summoned me to his office and

essentially said, “You have identified

the issue, you find me a solution."

Wondering if I had bitten off more than

I could chew I began to look at response

models used in relation to public order

in this country. I also looked at the

United States and their contingencies.

I came to the conclusion that having

dedicated "police medics" within

the firearms team would be the best

possible solution. I was already trained

as a public order medic and recognised

that the earlier you bring life-saving

interventions to the casualty the better

their chance of survival. There were

still many questions to be answered but

from the outset I concluded that any

response needed to be from within the

firearms team and those responders

needed to be trained as such. To me the

tactics took primacy over the medicine

and to be an effective, as well as safe,

resource you had to be fully aware of

the environment you were working in.

What about the medicine? Who to

teach, what to teach, who would teach

it? The list went on. Pandora's Box had

been well and truly opened and I was

expected to come up with a solution.

I looked at a couple of courses but

decided they were unsuitable. I then

chanced upon a meeting with Aaron

Pennell, a Resuscitation Officer from the

Accident and Emergency department at

Princess Alexandra Hospital in Harlow.

Conversations followed before a formal

meeting was arranged which resulted

in Mr Keith Harvey, a consultant level

doctor, and Aaron sitting in the rear of

an armoured vehicle watching an armed

deployment. Their recommendation

was that police officers working in this

environment deserved the same level

of medical support as the general public

going about their day to day lives. We
then took it upon ourselves to identify

suitable candidates. Where firearms

deployments were concerned, all of

them needed to be firearms officers. We
looked for those with a previous medical

background and surprisingly identified

thatwe had two ex-nurses, a former

military medic and a former operating

theatre assistant working on the unit as

This was 1996 and what resulted was

the development of the only Police

Tactical Paramedic program to be

implemented within UK policing to

date. Officers trained to this level were

also deployed in other areas of policing
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where it was anticipated that the

response from the ambulance service

would be delayed. These included

marine and public order operations.

The officers were responsible for

everythingfrom the completion of an

appropriate medical threat assessment,

liaison with other agencies, as well as

actual deployment within the team.

The program recognised that training

officers as paramedics did not remove

the need for outside medical support.

What it achieved was a conjoined

response which saw the deployment

of police paramedics within the area of

greatest risk. These, when required,

were supported by ambulance

personnel and when the risk was so

great appropriately trained doctors

were placed with the ambulance service

at the closest point of safety. JESSIP in

The scheme was not without its

critics. There were those within the

police service as well as within the

medical fraternity who felt that the

training went beyond the scope of

what a police officer should deliver.

The program recognised that as well

as the core competencies, tactical

paramedics needed additional training

to focus on likely injuries that may

well occur during armed operations.

Innovative, evidence based treatment

protocols were introduced which have

only recently found their way into

the ambulance service as a whole.

All that said, none of this would have

been possible without robust clinical

governance. This clearly outlined

responsibility. The doctors managed

the medicine, as well as who was

competent to perform it and the tactics

fell in line with the national model.

Having achieved what seemed

insurmountable we then went on to

identify the fact that all firearms officers

require a common minimum standard of

training in relation to the management

of injury/illness. Immediate Trauma Life

Support (ITLS) training was introduced

for all firearms officers in Essex in 1997.

Those involved in this program played

their part in the development of what is

now the D13 standard of training. Police

Officers from other forces, including the

Royal Ulster Constabulary as it was, the

Metropolitan Police, the City of London

Police and the Ministry of Defence

Police, completed the foundation

elements of the Paramedic program but

Essex was the only force to implement

the scheme as a complete package. It

was operational between 1996 and

201 1 before it was scaled back to fall

in line with what is now the national

minimum standard.

I retired in November 2014 having spent

not far short oftwenty four years ofmy
career on the firearms unit and almost

twenty five with a firearms permit. As

I look back it is with immense personal

pride that I was part ofsomething so

ground breaking and so far ahead of

its time. I look to the number of people

whose lives the program affected and

the large number of commendations

that were presented to police officers

who delivered life-saving medical

interventions. If I had done nothing else

in my policing career, being part of this

program would have been enough.

What ofme now you may ask, well you

know at the beginning ofthe article

I said I wanted to be an "ambulance

driver." In May 2015
1
joined the East of

England Ambulance Service Trust as a

paramedic working on the Hazardous

Area Response Team (HART). I spent a

large proportion of my policing career

trying to ensure that those injured in

the non-permissive environment get

access to appropriate medical support

at the earliest opportunity. I have now

taken up the mantle from within the

ambulance service in the hope that

I can help with the ongoing training

surrounding ambulance service support

to armed policing operations.

To close I would like to say a special

thank you to those, who without their

foresight, hard work, dedication and

basic human compassion, none of the

above would have been possible.

From the NHS:

Mr Keith Harvey

Dr Aaron Pennell

Dr Tim Lightfoot,

Mr Gareth Boynton

Mr Alan Whitehead

Mr Steve Wheaton

From the Police Service:

Michael Hicks

Kevin Bailey

Steve Smith

Guy Hicks,

Ian Learmonth

Dave Halsey

Jon Dodman

Andy Ford
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Detective Sergeant (retired) James

Straiton (Glasgow) is shot and killed

whenhetries to arrest two youthshe has

caught burgling a neighbour's house.

The eldest. John Caldwell, is executed

at Barlinnie prison. The case against

his accomplice is dismissed after he is

found tobe mentally retarded.

1946

1947

The Home Secretary, James Ede, is

asked: 'If he will consider issuing

firearms to the police to enable them

better to protect themselves from the

armed criminals who are becoming

an increasing menace to the general

community and the police.' He replies:

'Firearms are available for useby police

officers who are competent to use them

and who wish to have the opportunity

of carrying them for purposes of self-

defence when engaged on specially

dangerous duty. In my view the

disadvantages of the general arming of

the police would heavily outweigh any

possible advantage.'

Constable Nathaniel Edgar (Met) sees

Donald Thomas acting suspiciously

and is shot and killed while questioning

him. Thomas is sentenced to death at

the Old Bailey but the use ofthe penalty

is being debated.

The Home Secretary. James Ede, is

asked whether 'In view of the growth

of crimes of violence, as indicated

by official figures, he will take steps

to ascertain whether or not the

police wish to be armed as a matter

of routine.' He replies: 'Firearms are

available for use by police officers in

special circumstances when engaged

on specially dangerous duty. I am

convinced that the police themselves

would be the first to appreciate how

undesirable it wouldbe to arm them as

a matter ofcourse.'

A special meeting of the Central

Conference ofChief Constables decides

that in the event of another war. police

forces should hold firearms for up to

twenty-five percent of their strength to

enable police officers to be employed on

the protection ofvulnerable points and

other tasks.

Firearm allocations per force in

the event of another war are worked

out with Chief Constables and Chief

Regional Officers (designate). It is

recommended that 12,000 weapons

and 100 rounds of ammunition per

weapon for operational and training

purposes shouldbe acquired. The War

Office agrees to make available 4,000

rifles and 8,000 revolvers together

with ammunition and to store them for

the police.

The first meeting to the Central

Conference of Chief Constables, Police

War Duties Committee, is told that the

War Officehas made arrangements for

weapons (.455 calibre revolvers and

.303 calibre rifles) and ammunition

for police use to be stored at army

ordnance depots around the country

for issue in the event ofanother war305

Twenty Colt model 'M' .380 calibre self-

loading pistols (left) are lentby the War

Office to Met Special Branch. They will

be returned in 1965.

Detective Constable John MacLeod

(Glasgow) is shot and killed when

he and another officer approach

1948 1952

1951

Sergeant William Gibson (Dumfries and Galloway) is shot and killed by

Robert Dobie Smithwho is 'running about theTroqueer district of the town

armed with a shotgun’. Smith has justbroken up with his girlfriend andhas

vowed to Tull the first policeman he found'. He is executed at Edinburgh's

Saughton prison.

Tear gas grenades (probably CN) are borrowed from the army and used

at a siege in Symons Avenue in Chatham by Kent Constabulary after an

army deserter, Alan Derek Poole, has shot and killed ConstableAlan Baxter

(Kent) using a stolen Sten sub-machinegun. Police return fire several times

when Poole shoots at them. He is found dead in the house when the police

eventually enter. His injuries could not have been self-inflicted but it is

uncertain Much officer fired the fatal shoL

DI Duncan Fraser and Constable Arthur Jager (Yorkshire West Riding)

are shot and killed while, with other officers, they are keeping observation

on the home of a suspected burglar waiting for his return. Alfred Moore is

executed for themurders at Leeds prison inFebruary 1952.



Over 150 officers from forces around the country

are posted toCypruson a rotating basis (all officers

‘move up a rank for the duration of their posting)

as the United Kingdom Police Unit(UKU). All carry

a firearm and three are shot and killed whilst on

duty • Sergeant Gerald Rooney (Kent), Sergeant

Reginald Tipple (Met) and Sergeant Leonard

Demmon (Met). In addition. Sergeants CyrilThorogood (Leicester and Rutland)and

Hugh Carter (Herefordshire) are off-duty when they are assassinated in the street.

Note - The incident during which Demmon is shot and killed willbecomeknown

as The Battle of Nicosia Hospital. Sergeant Maurice Eden (Met) is with Demmon

guarding a prisoner when four EOKA terrorists attempt a rescue. Eden shoots and

kills one of the terrorists and when his ammunition runs out he ‘dubbed another

causing his death’. He is advised to leaveCyprus buthe refuses tobe intimidated.He

accidentally shoots and kills himself with his revolver as it (alls out ofhis shoulder

holster inDecember 1956.

Seventy second-hand 1934 model Beretta 9mm Short (9x17) self-loading pistols

are purchased by the Met to replace the Webley& Scott .32 calibre M.P. model self-

loading pistols for officerson protection posts.

In theMet the regulations on the police firearms use are revised. An officer can

now offidally use a firearm in defence ‘of the person he is proteding' as well as in

self-defence (see 1884).

1955

1957

Edwin Finlayson who is wanted for

embezzlement Finlayson commits

suiride.

Constable Sidney Miles (Met) is

shot and killed by burglars. Dereck

Bentley is executed for the murder at

Wandsworth prison in January 1953.

The firer of the fatal shot sixteen-

year-old Christopher Craig, is not

executed because of his age and he

will be released in January 1963having

served ten years. The Court of Appeal

will overturn Bentley's conviction in

January 1998.

1954

Training starts of police Mobile

Columns to be activated in the event of

a nuclear war (see 1964).

The Homicide Act restricts capital

punishment to five types ofmurder • of

a police officer or prison officer; in the

course or furtherance of theft; while

resisting arrest or during an escape; by

shooting or causing an explosion; and

for two murderscommittedon different

occasions. The punishment for

treason, espionage, arson in the Royal

Dockyards and piracy is unaffected.

A meeting of the Central Conference

of Chief Constables. Police War Duties

Committee, is told that the War Office

has changed the arrangements for

the storage of weapons for police

use without notifying the police and

wants the Home Office to take over

responsibility for storage. No action

appears tobe taken.

The City ofLondon Police adopt the

Webley .380 calibre Mark IV revolver

and sell theirWebley& Scott

M.P. model .32 calibre self-loading

pistols to the Stockton Arms Company

in California.

police history Series
Mike WaldrenQPM looks at a timeline of

Policing and Firearms.

In this issue we explore 1946-1965
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Webley .380 calibre Mark IV revolvers

(left) replace Webley& Scott .32 calibre

M.P. model self-loading pistols for

other than protection duties in the MeL

1956

>



The War Office makes it known that

in future a "trained NCO" will be

responsible for using tear gas grenades

when requested by the police but

that it is for a police officer of at least

superintendent rank to give directions

on where andwhen.

The Brewery Street Siege takes

place in Blackburn. Lancashire, and

Inspector James O'Donnell (Blackburn

Borough) is shot and killed by Henry

King. The Chief Constable. Richard

Bibby. agrees to the use of tear gas

(now CS) to end the siege. King is found

not guilty of murder at Manchester

Assizes but guilty ofmanslaughter and

sentenced to life imprisonment

Walther 9mm Short (9x17). model PP.

self-loading pistols (left) are purchased

by theMet to replace Beretta pistols for

officers on protection posts.

Inspector Philip Pawsey and Station

Sergeant George Hutchins (Met) are

shot and killed while chasing John Hall

whohashanded himselfin toWest Ham

police station for assaulting his mother

and step sister but has suddenly pulled

out a pistol and started shooting. Hall

commits suicide when he is traced and

surrounded by police as he is making

use of a public telephone box to call to

anewspaper.320

1958 1960 1961

1959 1964

The War Office expresses its concern

over the legal position if a soldier

uses CS on the orders of the police and

something goes wrong. As a temporary

stop-gap. police officers in a few of the

larger forces are given training in the

use of tear gas grenades by the Royal

Military Police and a working party

consisting of Home Office officials and

senior police officers from around

the country is formed to find a more

permanent solution.

©
Detective Sergeant

Raymond Purdy (Met)

is shot and killed while

—
interviewing a suspect

in the street. The killer, Guenther

Fritz Podola (right), is executed in

November 1959, becoming the last man

to be executed in Great Britain for the

murder ofa police officer.

Exercise "Civlog", a major civil

emergency contingency-planning

exercise involving a nuclear attack

utilising Mobile Columns (see 1954),

identifies that "it would be essential

for the police to be armed during

the post-attack period if they were

to combat looting and if they were to

stand a reasonablechance of restoring

law and order". It is recognised that

the arrangements made in 1952 have

fallen into disuse and a working party

is to be set up to examine how this can

nowbe remedied.



The first meeting of the 'Working PartyonArming the police in time ofEmergency'

is heldat theHome Office in Whitehall.There are representatives are from theHome

Office, the Met. HMIC. the Chief Inspector of Explosives (MoD). the Scottish Home

and Health Department and the Chief Constables of Edinburgh. Nottinghamshire,

Birmingham and Yorkshire West Riding.

Constable George Russell (Carlisle City) is shot and killed at a railway station

during the search for John Middleton who has stolen a car in Cheshire and has

already fired at officers in Kendal. Middleton makes a hash of trying to commit

suicide and suffers braindamage. He is committed to a secure mental hospital.

The Home Secretary, Sir Frank Soskice, is asked: 'what representations he has

received for the arming of the police with firearms.' He replies: 'Apart from letters

suggesting mat if the death penalty is abolished the police may have to be armed I

have receivedno representationson this subject'

The first comprehensive survey of police forces in England and Wales is

carried out by HMIC It shows that the Met and 111 provincial forces hold firearms.

However a further ten forces do not hold any - Bedfordshire. Barrow. Carmarthen

and Cardigan. Huddersfield. Flintshire, Luton, Mid-Wales, Merthyr Tydfil,

Staffordshire and Stoke on Trent The Met has firearms it has purchased as do

twenty-five provincial forces. The remainderhave weapons that have been selected

from thoseconfiscated or surrendered for official use duringWorldWar ILThe level

for authority to issue firearms in sixty-five forces rests with the Chief Constable or

Deputy ChiefConstable. In the remaining forces it rests with the officer in nominal

charge ofthe placewhereweapons arekept usually a sergeant ofan inspector. Four

forces claim to have all their men trained in the use of firearms - Nottinghamshire,

Oxfordshire. Bristol and Liverpool. Practice after initial training is only supported

in the Met and forty-two provincial forces. There are seventeen provincial forces

that do nothave selected officers trained but "have ex-servicemen or men with small

arms experience acquired at firearms clubs'.

Following a recommendation made by the working party formed in 1959 to

examine the need for police forces to have a CS capability of their own the Home

supply police forces in case ofneed with limited amounts of non-toxic tear smoke,

whichcauses temporary incapacity buthasnopermanentharmful effects, for usein

dealing with armed criminals or violently insane persons in buildings from which

they cannotbe dislodged without danger ofloss oflife.The tearsmoke would notbe

The Murder (Abolition of Death Penalty) Act suspends the death penalty for

murder in the Great Britain for a period of five years. The punishment for treason,

espionage, arson in the Royal Dockyardsand piracy is unaffected.

The Preliminary Meeting ofthe Central Conference ofChiefConstables accepts

the report of the 'Police War Duties Committee. Working Party on Arming the

Police inTime of Emergency, Interim Report Arms for the Police in Peacetime. This

is intended as a means of standardising procedures across forces but it is largely

ignored in practice.

1965
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TACTICAL 2.0
Leather tactical boot. Light, dynamic,

extremely slip resistant & highly breathable.

> Waterproof and breathable with GORE-TEX®

> Improved damping with HAIX® Absorption

> HAIX® Smart Lacing

> HAIX®Climate System

www.haix.co.uk


